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The Author’s Two Bodies: 
The Death of Qu Yuan and the Birth of Chuci zhangju 楚辭章句 

 
 

Heng Du 
University of Arizona 

 
 

A corpse from the sea has summoned me home now;  
Though dead, it speaks with a living voice.1 

— Theognis 1229-30 
 
 
Was Qu Yuan 屈原 (trad. 343-290 BCE) a historical individual? If not, how did he nevertheless 

become the ancestral author of one of China’s oldest poetic forms? The passage below, I suggest, 

contains the genesis moment of Qu Yuan the author. This early eulogy describes a Qu Yuan 

metamorphosing and bifurcating. According to the version found in Shiji 史記, 

 

After sinking in sordid mud, [Qu Yuan] left behind his molted shell in muddled 

filth to be borne aloft beyond dust, unfettered by the grime of his time, gleaming 

as one mud cannot sully. In commending this intention, it is apt even to match its 

brilliance with the sun and the moon. 

濯淖汙泥之中，蟬蛻於濁穢，以浮游塵埃之外，不獲世之滋垢，皭然泥⽽不

                                                
1  ἤδη γάρ µε κέκληκε θαλάσσιος οἴκαδε νεκρός, τεθνηκὼς ζωῷ φθεγγόµενος στόµατι, as 

translated by Douglas E. Gerber, Greek Elegiac Poetry: From the Seventh to the Fifth 

Centuries B.C. (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Press, 1999), 361. 
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滓者也。推此志也，雖與⽇⽉爭光可也。2 

 

 

Even if there were a historical Qu Yuan, he is most likely forever irrecoverable; but the origin 

story of Qu Yuan the author, the gleaming second body depicted here, is not yet fully told. In this 

essay, I reconstruct the creation of Qu Yuan’s immortal body within the Chuci zhangju 楚辭章

句 (The Section and Sentence Commentary to the Verses of the Chu), the Han period 

compilation that houses his supposed oeuvre. I furthermore propose that Qu Yuan’s dual 

bodies—one earthly and the other transcendental—is paradigmatic of authorship in general. In 

dealing with complex scenarios of cultural production that depart from the conventions of 

modern elite print culture, this analytical framework consisting of two bodies can offer a 

descriptive approach that is both succinct and generalizable. 

                                                
2 Shiji 史記 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1959), 84.2482. Both Ban Gu 班固 (32-92) and 

Liu Xie 劉勰 (ca. 460s-ca. 520s) attribute parts of this passage to a zhuan 傳 

(commentary) by Liu An 劉安 (179? -122 BCE); see Ban Gu’s first xu 序 (preface) in 

Hong Xingzu 洪興祖 (1090-1155), Chuci buzhu 楚辭補注 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 

1983), 1.49-50, and Liu Xie’s “Bian sao” 辨騷 in Chuci buzhu, 1.52. See also Hong 

Xingzu’s prefatory note to “Li sao” 離騷 in Chuci buzhu, 1.1. For a discussion and 

translation of this passage, see Michael Schimmelpfennig, “The Quest for a Classic: Wang 

Yi and the Exegetical Prehistory of His Commentary to the ‘Songs of Chu’,” Early China 

29 (2004): 120-21. 
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The intensely personal voice of the Chuci genre has led earlier literary historians to view 

Qu Yuan as China’s first individualist and Romantic poet.3 As Martin Kern points out, even if 

Qu Yuan as a historical figure never existed, the name “Qu Yuan” is still the first literary 

author’s name in the Chinese tradition.4 Known as a loyal minister in exile, Qu Yuan functions 

as an archetype not only of lyrical poets but also of intellectuals in political service. From the 

Han period onward, literary and scholarly engagement with Qu Yuan and Chuci has served as a 

space of negotiation between political loyalty and dissent.5  

At the same time, there is a long-standing dispute over Qu Yuan’s historicity, which was 

partly engendered by the lack of early and contemporaneous sources. Since our understanding of 

early Chinese texts has evolved, the question of Qu Yuan’s identity and authorship is worth 

revisiting. A fruitful series of scholarship has demonstrated the problems associated with the 

                                                
3 See, for instances, Liu Dajie 劉⼤傑, Zhongguo wenxue fazhanshi 中國⽂學發展史 

(1963; rpt. Tianjin: Baihua wenyi chubanshe, 2007), 56; Shih-Hsiang Chen, “The Genesis 

of Poetic Time: The Greatness of Ch’ü Yuan, Studied with a New Critical Approach,” 

Tsing Hua Journal of Chinese Studies 10 (1973): 39-39; David Hawkes, The Songs of the 

South: An Ancient Chinese Anthology of Poems by Qu Yuan and Other Poets 

(Harmondsworth: Penguin, 1985), 27.  

4 Martin Kern, “Early Chinese Literature, Beginning through Western Han,” in The 

Cambridge History of Chinese Literature: Volume 1, To 1375, ed. Kang-i Sun Chang and 

Stephen Owen (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2011), 78. 

5 Laurence A. Schneider, A Madman of Chʼu: The Chinese Myth of Loyalty and Dissent 

(Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1980). 
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naive readings of early author accounts,6 which have always been the source of irresolvable 

authenticity debates.7 As a result, scholars today are generally less likely to regard pre-imperial 

author figures—from Confucius (551-479 BCE) to Han Fei 韓非 (d. 233 BCE)—as the creators 

                                                
6 As examples of works that historicize traditional accounts, see Mark Csikszentmihalyi and 

Michael Nylan, “Constructing Lineages and Inventing Traditions through Exemplary 

Figures in Early China,” T’oung Pao 89 (2003): 59-99; Esther Klein, “Were There ‘Inner 

Chapters’ in the Warring States? A New Examination of Evidence About the Zhuangzi,” 

T’oung Pao 96 (2010): 299-369; Griet Vankeerberghen, “Texts and Authors in the Shiji,” 

in China’s Early Empires: A Re-Appraisal, ed. Michael Nylan and Michael Loewe 

(Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2010), 461-79; Martin Kern, “The ‘Masters’ in the 

Shiji,” T’oung Pao 101 (2015): 335-62; Michael Hunter, Confucius Beyond the Analects 

(Leiden: Brill, 2017); Confucius and the Analects Revisited: New Perspectives on Dating, 

Composition, and Authorship, ed. Michael Hunter and Martin Kern (Leiden: Brill, 2018). 

See also David Nivison, “The Classical Philosophical Writings,” in The Cambridge 

History of Ancient China: From the Origins of Civilization to 221 B.C., ed. Michael 

Loewe and Edward L. Shaughnessy (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 1999), 754, and 

Sarah Allan, Buried Ideas: Legends of Abdication and Ideal Government in Early Chinese 

Bamboo-Slip Manuscripts (Albany: State Univ. of New York Press, 2015), 25-37. 

7 Paul Fischer, “Authentication Studies (辨偽學) Methodology and the Polymorphous Text 

Paradigm,” Early China 32 (2008): 2. For a case study that sheds light on authenticity 

debates in traditional China, see Paul van Els, The Wenzi: Creativity and Intertextuality in 

Early Chinese Philosophy (Leiden: Brill, 2018). 
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of the texts attributed to them. Since the corpus of early Chinese texts preserves complex 

disputes over the conceptualization of originality and creativity,8 early Chinese author claims 

should also warrant more nuanced interpretations. Exploration of alternative notions of 

authorship—such as the establishment of authority,9 delimitation of interpretation,10 

construction of discursive space,11 and act of compiling12—has shed new light on cultural 

                                                
8 As reconstructed in Michael J. Puett, The Ambivalence of Creation: Debates Concerning 

Innovation and Artifice in Early China (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 2001). 

9 Mark Edward Lewis, Writing and Authority in Early China (Albany: State Univ. of New 

York Press, 1999).  

10 Matthias L. Richter, “Roots of Ru 儒 Ethics in shi ⼠ Status Anxiety,” Journal of the 

American Oriental Society 137 (2017): 456-58. 

11 Wiebke Denecke, The Dynamics of Masters Literature: Early Chinese Thought from 

Confucius to Han Feizi (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2010), 22-25; 

Andrew Meyer, “Reading ‘Sunzi’ as a Master,” Asia Major 30 (2017): 1-24. 

12 As examples, see Christian Schwermann, “Collage-Technik als Kompositionsprinzip 

klassischer chinesischer Prosa: Der Aufbau des Kapitels ‘Tang wen’ (Die Fragen des 

Tang) im Lie zi,” Bochumer Jahrbuch zur Ostasienforschung 29 (2005): 125-57; Charles 

Sanft, “The Moment of Dying: Representations in Liu Xiang’s Anthologies Xin xu and 

Shuo yuan,” Asia Major 24 (2011): 127-58; The Huainanzi and Textual Production in 

Early China, ed. Sarah A. Queen and Michael J. Puett (Leiden: Brill, 2013); Schwermann, 

“Anecdote Collections as Argumentative Texts: The Composition of the Shuoyuan,” in 

Between History and Philosophy: Anecdotes in Early China, ed. Paul van Els and Sarah 
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production in Early China.13 The present essay is most directly inspired by the respective studies 

of Stephen Owen, Alexander Beecroft, Rens Krijgsman, and Hanmo Zhang on the functions 

performed by the portrayals of putative authors.14 

With the making of Qu Yuan as a case study, I put forth an authorship framework built 

upon Alexander Nehamas’ proposal. To function as a generalizable framework, it requires a 

strict separation between the “producers” involved in the physical making of cultural artifacts—

such as writers, editors, and compilers—and the accredited “author figures.”15 To precisely 

                                                
A. Queen (Albany: State Univ. of New York Press, 2017), 147-92. 

13 For a succinct summary of the complex landscape of authorship in Early China, see Wai-

yee Li, “Concepts of Authorship,” in The Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese 

Literature, ed. Wiebke Denecke et al. (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 2017), 360-76. 

14 Stephen Owen, The Making of Early Chinese Classical Poetry (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2006); Alexander Beecroft, Authorship and Cultural Identity 

in Early Greece and China: Patterns of Literary Circulation (Cambridge: Cambridge 

Univ. Press, 2010); Rens Krijgsman, “The Rise of a Manuscript Culture and the 

Textualization of Discourse in Early China” (Ph.D. diss., Oxford Univ., 2016); Hanmo 

Zhang, Authorship and Text-Making in Early China (Berlin: De Gruyter Mouton, 2018). 

15 Alexander Nehamas, “What an Author Is,” The Journal of Philosophy 83 (1986): 685-91. 

Nehamas was inspired by Foucault’s observation that anonymous writings have writers, 

but not authors, and authorship does not denote production, but a specific mode of 

reception and circulation; see Michel Foucault, “What is an Author?,” in The Book History 

Reader, ed. David Finkelstein and Alistair McCleery (New York: Routledge, 2008), 284. 
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characterize the difference between these two roles, I adapt the distinction Ernst Kantorowicz 

established between the two bodies of medieval European monarchs, namely their physical 

“body natural” and their figurative “body politic.”16 Rather than the body natural of real, 

historical persons, the term “author” refers to a symbolic “body authorial” that is analogous to 

the body politic. If the body politic is a product of political theater and statecraft, the body 

authorial, far from being a producer, is likewise a product, created along with the making of the 

artifact or even during its reception.17  

Once defined this way, the term ‘author’ can be applied to the vast majority of cultural 

production scenarios without significant shifts in its meaning. Anonymous artifacts possess 

producers but not authors. Putative authors and ghostwriting involve mismatched identities 

between those of the producers and those of the authors, while in the case of Romantic or 

“genuine” authorship, the identities of producer and author match. Therefore, I use the term 

“author” to refer to Homer, Qu Yuan, and James Joyce alike. Under this dual-body framework, 

                                                
Cf. further Lewis’ discussion of the separation between “authorship” (by which he means 

the actual writers) and “authority” (the putative master figures). The distinction he makes 

here matches my schema, but I reserve the term “authorship” for what he refers to as 

“authority,” and the term “production” for his “authorship”; see Lewis, Writing and 

Authority, 57. 

16 Ernst H. Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies: A Study in Mediaeval Political Theology 

(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1997). 

17 Foucault famously characterizes the author as the creation, rather than the creator, of text; 

see Foucault, “What is an Author?,” 286-87, 290. 
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the author’s name “James Joyce” is also the personal name of a body natural that was 

demonstrably involved in the literary production of the corpus attributed to Joyce, while “Qu 

Yuan” and “Homer” are only author names. As another example, Jane Elliot is regarded as the 

author of her memoir, The Little Prisoner, while its ghostwriter, Andrew Crofts, one of its 

producers.18 

Decoupling authors and producers offers a coherent elucidation of the body authorial’s 

raison d’être. According to Michel Foucault, the “author function” effectuates the realm of 

reception rather than creation, in that it controls the interpretation of the text.19 The present 

study, in focusing on a case outside of modern elite print culture, further specifies the pragmatic 

purposes of creating an author figure. Examining the function of Qu Yuan within the Chuci 

zhangju reveals that the author figure delimits not only the possible meanings of a text, but also 

the identity and the boundary of the text itself; I refer to this as the author’s “packaging function” 

(see Section II). Creating a body authorial, moreover, can function as an attempt to terminate 

                                                
18 Another way to frame this distinction is to turn to Christian Schwermann and Raji 

Steineck’s cross-disciplinary synthesis of existing discussions on authorship, where they 

propose analyzing the author as a complex “constellation” of originality, responsibility, 

and interpretation functions; see “Introduction,” in That Wonderful Composite Called 

Author: Authorship in East Asian Literatures from the Beginnings to the Seventeenth 

Century (Leiden: Brill, 2014), 6-7, 10. In contrast to their formulation, my framework 

removes the “origination” function from the sphere of the author and relegates it to the 

sphere of producers and production. 

19 Foucault, “What is an Author?,” 282-83. 
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text-making and proscribe subsequent users from altering a text. It thus performs a “hierarchizing 

function” that seeks to instate a unidirectional relationship between a group of producers and the 

subsequent users (see Section III). The creation of this hierarchy is the sine qua non behind the 

creation of a closed and stabilized text. Since the very concept of “reception” hinges upon the 

termination of production, the hierarchizing function is what separates production and reception 

into two distinctive cultural practices (see Section IV). 

In previous writing, I suggested seeing the textual elements that produce the body 

authorial as one type of paratext.20 Coined by Gérard Genette, the term “paratext” refers to the 

physical and textual elements surrounding the main text, such as the cover, title, author name, 

and preface. Genette points out that rather than descriptions of reality, such paratexts are 

prescriptions: they are the speech acts of a group of producers dictating how the enveloped main 

text ought to be received by its audience.21 Even if the prescription of a paratextual element is 

not heeded in a given historical context—such as when a text’s author attribution is falsified—

such an unfulfilled wish still proffers valuable evidence regarding how certain historical actors 

might have conceived of the confines, identity, and “pertinent interpretation”22 of a text. In 

expanding Genette’s formulation, I suggest that early texts deploy paratextual elements that, 

while being formally dissimilar from modern books’ paratexts, are nevertheless functionally 

                                                
20 Heng Du, “The Author’s Two Bodies: Paratext in Early Chinese Textual Culture” (Ph.D. 

diss., Harvard Univ., 2018). 

21 Gérard Genette, Paratexts: Thresholds of Interpretation, tr. Jane E. Lewin (Cambridge: 

Cambridge Univ. Press, 1997), 8-9. 

22 Ibid., 2. 
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analogous. In the case of Chuci zhangju, identifying its paratextual elements sheds light on the 

crucial text-making and author-making functions performed by the supposed apocryphal 

chapters, which in turn contributes to our understanding of this compilation’s formation process 

during the Han.  

Below I analyze how the narrative frames of chapters 6-7 of the Chuci zhangju create and 

present the author figure, Qu Yuan. These chapters mark the end of Qu Yuan’s literary corpus by 

alluding to his physical death (see Section II). Thereafter, in arranging the elegiac “Summons” 

(zhao 招) chapters 9, 10, and 12, the Chuci compilers transformed verses derived from a 

funerary ritual tradition into texts that elegize and eulogize Qu Yuan (see Section III). In doing 

so, they model a hierarchized relationship between textual production and reception. The 

creation of Qu Yuan as the body authorial separates the Chuci compilation into the “core 

chapters” 1-7 and the “imitation” chapters 13-17, or the source text and the products of its 

reception. In Section IV, I elucidate a systematic shift in the interrelations among texts before 

and after these paratextual demarcations. Briefly stated, textual repetitions among core chapters 

are multi-directional, while the imitation chapters, exemplifying the practice of reception, cite 

and imitate the core chapters unidirectionally. The differences before and after the paratextual 

chapters exemplify the change in textual practice once a corpus is closed and stabilized. 

If the producers are responsible for the origination of a text, the author figures, through 

their packaging and hierarchizing functions, finalize a text. This might explain a motif found in 

the paratextual chapters of Chuci zhangju as well as in other early compilations, namely an 

imagined zero-sum game between the author’s body natural and body authorial. The creation and 

completion of an author’s corpus is often accompanied by the allusions to his physical death. In 

Kantorowicz’s analysis, the well-known chant “the king is dead, long live the king” encapsulates 
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the ways in which royal funerary rituals underscored the immortality of kingship.23 The author’s 

physical death, as a cross-cultural literary motif, similarly reflects a moment of intense 

interaction between the author’s two bodies: the final transfiguration of mortal flesh into an 

immortal literary corpus. 

 

I. Debates on Textual History and Authorship 

According to the traditional account, Qu Yuan was a talented and loyal minister of King Huai of 

Chu 楚懷王 (r. 328 -299) but went into exile because of the jealousy and slander of other 

courtiers. He eventually committed suicide by drowning himself in the Miluo 汨羅 River. If Qu 

Yuan is said to be a poet from the southern state of Chu, the Chuci 楚辭 (Verses of Chu),24 

never a state-sanctioned classic, is seen as the lyrical tradition of the south, dovetailing with the 

Shijing 詩經, the older poetic canon of the north.25  

                                                
23 Kantorowicz, The King’s Two Bodies, 409-13. 

24 Rendered as the “Songs of the South” by Hawkes. For the evolution of the term “Chuci” 

from a broad term referring to verses associated with the Chu region to the title of an 

anthology, see Su Fu, “When the South Matters: Imagination of Chu and Classicization of 

Chuci (Verses of Chu)” (Ph.D. diss., Princeton Univ., 2019), 26-44. 

25 For a reading of the Chuci compilation as a reflection of Han dynasties’ perception of the 

south, see Gopal Sukhu, “Monkeys, Shamans, Emperors, and Poets: The Chuci and 

Images of Chu During the Han Dynasty,” in Defining Chu: Image and Reality in Ancient 

China, ed. Constance A. Cook and John S. Major (Honolulu: Univ. of Hawai‘i Press, 

1999), 145-65. For a recent work that sheds light on the limitation of the north-south 
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The majority of the poems found in the received Chuci compilation consists of plaints 

and laments intermingled with descriptions of journeys within and beyond the human realm.26 In 

addition to their distinctive prosody,27 the language of these poems is largely formulaic.28 Some 

of the poems take on the voice of failed officials longing for the rulers’ recognition. The first and 

most well-known piece, “Li sao” 離騷 (On Encountering Trouble),29 typifies these features. 

Through the imitations of imperial and modern writers, the Chuci anthology became the fount of 

the sao 騷 genre or style.30 

                                                
model, see Michael Hunter, “To Leave Or Not To Leave: The Chu ci 楚辭 (Verses of 

Chu) As Response To the Shi jing 詩經 (Classic Of Odes),” Early China (2019): 32–36. 

26 Hawkes refers to these two motifs as tristia and itineraria; see Hawkes, “The Quest of the 

Goddess,” Asia Major 13 (1967): 82. 

27 Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 39-40. 

28 For a comprehensive and statistical study of the prevalence of textual repetitions in the 

Chuci corpus, see Galal L. Walker, “Toward a Formal History of the ‘Chuci’” (Ph.D. 

diss., Cornell Univ., 1982).  

29 The language of Chuci often poses interpretative difficulty at the philological level. The 

reading of the title “Li sao,” for instance, is highly disputed; see Cui Fuzhang 崔富章 

and Li Daming 李⼤明, Chuci jijiao jishi 楚辭集校集釋, (Wuhan: Hubei jiaoyu 

chubanshe, 2002), vol. 1, 34-42. For the sake of clarity and expedience, my titles and 

translations adhere to Hawkes, The Songs of the South, wherever possible. 

30 Christopher Leigh Connery, “Sao, Fu, Parallel Prose, and Related Genres,” in The 

Columbia History of Chinese Literature, ed. Victor H. Mair (New York: Columbia Univ. 
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I.1 Textual History 

While the formation history of most early Chinese texts is elusive, there are a few clues 

regarding the shapes and forms of the Chuci compilation during the Han period.31 They suggest 

that contested opinions regarding the authorship of Chuci poems date back to as early as the 

Western Han (202 BCE-9 CE). Aside from the lore surrounding Qu Yuan, the earliest historical 

event associated with a written collection of Chuci materials is a visit by Liu An 劉安 (179? -

122 BCE), the Prince of Huainan 淮南王, to the imperial court. He is said to have presented a 

“Li sao zhuan” 離騷傳 (either a “commentary to ‘Li sao’” or a “'Li sao’ tradition”) to Emperor 

Wu of Han 漢武帝 (r. 141-87 BCE).32 The biography of Qu Yuan in Shiji ascribes five titles to 

the poet, which overlap with chapter or section titles in the received Chuci; at the same time, the 

                                                
Press, 2001), 224-30. This compilation also likely contributed to the development of a 

major poetic genre of the imperial period, the fu 賦 (rhapsody, poetic exposition); see 

Wai-yee Li, Enchantment and Disenchantment: Love and Illusion in Chinese Literature 

(Princeton: Princeton Univ. Press, 1993), 16; Paul F. Rouzer, “‘Chinese Poetry’,” in The 

Oxford Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature, 252. 

31 For most early texts we have little directly attested information until the Hanshu 漢書 

“Yiwenzhi” 藝⽂志. There is also often a gap of information between the “Yiwenzhi” 

and, at the earliest, the beginning of the early medieval period in the third century CE. 

32 Hanshu (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1962), 44.2145. 
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term “Chuci” itself is not mentioned.33 The imperial bibliography of the Han, preserved in the 

Hanshu 漢書 as its “Yiwenzhi” 藝⽂志 (Treatise on Arts and Letters) chapter, attributes 

twenty-five pieces (pian 篇) of fu 賦 (rhapsody; poetic exposition) to Qu Yuan.34 

The Chuci compilation was evidently growing and varying, and was only finalized during 

the Eastern Han (25-220 CE), in the form of Chuci zhangju by the compiler and commentator 

Wang Yi 王逸 (fl. 130-140). Our received redaction likely contains nearly the same set of 

poems as the Chuci zhangju, but their sequence has shifted. Wang Yi’s postscript to “Li sao” 

attributes to Liu An a commentary named Li sao jing zhangju 離騷經章句 (The Sections and 

Sentence Commentary to the Classic of “Li sao”). It also mentions a section and sentence 

commentary (zhangju 章句) of sixteen scrolls (juan 卷) by Liu Xiang 劉向 (79-8 BCE), the 

chief compiler of the imperial bibliography. While Wang Yi’s postscript defers to these two 

Western Han figures, it criticizes two section and sentence commentaries—both in fifteen 

scrolls—by two Eastern Han authors: Ban Gu 班固 (32-92), the main author of Hanshu, and Jia 

Kui 賈逵 (30-101). Wang Yi’s own compilation, building on the works he attributes to Liu An 

and Liu Xiang, is also in sixteen scrolls.35 

 The received redaction, the Chuci buzhu 楚辭補注 (Supplements and Annotations to 

                                                
33 After “Huai sha” 懷沙 (Embracing Sand), a poem now included in the suite of chapter 4, 

is named and cited in full, the end of the biography names four additional pieces; see Shiji, 

84.2503.  

34 Hanshu, 30.1747. 

35 Chuci buzhu, 1.47-48. 
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the Verses of the Chu), seems to have preserved the prefatory and commentarial writings of 

Chuci zhangu, with the addition of an extensive subcommentary by its own author, Hong Xingzu 

洪興祖 (1090-1155). Hong’s notes allow for the reconstruction of a no longer attested redaction, 

the Chuci shiwen 楚辭釋⽂ (Explications of the Texts of the Verses of the Chu), compiled 

before the Southern Tang (937-976).36 The Chuci shiwen follows a different chapter sequence, 

which, as Tang Bingzheng 湯炳正 demonstrates, is most certainly closer to Wang Yi’s Chuci 

zhangju,37 and is thus extremely valuable. Whereas the Chuci buzhu organizes its chapters 

chronologically according to the author attributions dictated by the Chuci zhangju commentary,38 

the chapter sequence of Chuci shiwen appears chaotic upon first glance. This more chaotic 

sequence likely reflects the stages in which texts were introduced into the Chuci compilation 

                                                
36 Timothy Wai-Keung Chan, “The Jing/zhuan Structure of the Chuci Anthology: A New 

Approach to the Authorship of Some of the Poems,” T’oung Pao 84 (1998): 294-95. 

37 Since “Jiu bian” 九辯 (Nine Changes) is chapter 2 in Chuci shiwen but chapter 8 in 

Chuci buzhu, and Zhangju commentaries reveal that “Jiu bian” was placed before “Jiu 

zhang,” or chapter 4, in Chuci buzhu, Chuci shiwen must reflect the older arrangement 

(see the table of contents in Chuci buzhu). Tang Bingzheng adduces additional evidence, 

such as bibliographical records, as well as the chapter sequence reflected in Liu Xie’s 

Wenxin diaolong ⽂⼼雕⿓; see his “Chuci bianzuanzhe jiqi chengshu niandai de tansuo” 

《楚辭》編纂者及其成書年代的探索, Jianghan luntan 1963.10: 50. 

38 Scholars trace the new chapter sequence adopted by Chuci buzhu to Chen Yuezhi 陳說之 

(ca. 1032); see Chan, “The Jing/zhuan Structure,” 295. 
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over the course of the Han.39 While I use the chapter numbering of Chuci buzhu throughout, I 

will refer to the older sequence whenever necessary (see Table 1). 

The Chuci buzhu results from the palimpsest of this formation and reception history. 

Each of its chapters, consisting of a poem or a suite of poems, is introduced by a preface and 

annotated with detailed interlinear commentaries. Two of these chapters, chapter 1, “Li sao,” and 

chapter 3, “Tianwen” 天問 (Heavenly Questions), are followed by postscripts. The Han period 

commentarial writings were finalized by Wang Yi, but likely include materials from earlier 

redactions, some of which could have been written by Liu Xiang and even Liu An.40 Since 

Wang Yi identifies himself in both postscripts,41 I will refer to them as Wang Yi’s writings. I 

will refer to the rest of the Han period prefaces and commentaries as Zhangju 章句 or Zhangju 

commentaries. 

 

I.2 Authorship 

The absence of any pre-imperial source on Qu Yuan—by no means unique among pre-imperial 

author figures42—led to a heated authorship debate in the twentieth-century. A decade after Liao 

                                                
39 Further discussed in Section IV. 

40 See, for instance, the discussion of Liu Xiang’s relationship to the prefaces, in Chan, “The 

Jing/zhuan Structure,” 306-07. 

41 Less directly so in the “Tianwen” postscript, but it overlaps with the “Li sao” postscript in 

wording. 

42 For a similar debate concerning Sun Wu 孫武 (trad. ca. 500 BCE), the putative author of 

Sunzi Bingfa 孫⼦兵法, see Jens Østergård Petersen, “What’s in a Name? On the Sources 
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Ping 廖平 (1852-1932) published the first essay that unambiguously questioned Qu Yuan’s 

historical existence,43 the issue became a source of contention among intellectuals such as Hu 

Shih 胡適 (1891-1962), Liang Qichao 梁啟超 (1873-1929), Guo Moruo 郭沫若 (1892-

1978), and Wen Yiduo 聞⼀多 (1899-1946), to name only the most prominent ones.44 Two 

among the debated questions more directly relevant to this essay are 1) which poems within the 

Chuci zhangju ought to be considered Qu Yuan’s “works” and 2) whether these poems ought to 

be interpreted according to the biography of Qu Yuan. The Zhangju commentaries attribute 

chapters 1-7 (which include both individual poems and suites of poems) to Qu Yuan; they also 

name Qu Yuan as one of the two possible authors of chapter 10, “Da zhao” ⼤招 (The Great 

Summons). As noted above, the imperial bibliography ascribes twenty-five pieces of fu to Qu 

                                                
concerning Sun Wu,” Asia Major 5.1 (1992): 1-31; Li Ling 李零, Sunzi shisanpian 

zonghe yanjiu 孫⼦⼗三篇綜合研究 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2006), 346-48. 

43 Liao Ping, Chuci xinjie 楚辭新解 (1922; rpt. Yangzhou: Guangling shushe, 2008).  

44 See Schneider, A Madman of Chʼu, 87-124. For the extensive debate on the authorship of 

Chuci in Japanese scholarship, see Xu Zhixiao 徐志嘯, Riben Chuci yanjiu lungang ⽇

本楚辭研究論綱 (Beijing: Xueyuan chubanshe, 2004), 43-67; Wang Haiyuan 王海遠, 

“Zhong Ri Chuci yanjiu bijiao—yi xiandai wei zhongdian, qiyu 20 shiji 80 niandai” 中⽇

《楚辭》研究及⽐較 — 以現代為重點，迄於20世紀80年代 (Ph.D. diss., Fudan 

daxue, 2010). For a detailed treatment of Guo Moruo’s reception of Qu Yuan, see Monica 

E. M. Zikpi, “Translating the Afterlives of Qu Yuan” (Ph.D. diss., Univ. of Oregon, 

2014), 197-249. 
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Yuan, which is the same as the number of poems found in chapters 1-7, if the poems within the 

poetic suites are counted individually.45 

The attribution by Zhangju commentaries by no means reflects a consensus among the 

Han audience. While the Shiji attributes “Zhao hun” 招魂 (Summons of the Soul) to Qu Yuan, 

the Zhangju commentators judged it to be the work of Song Yu 宋⽟, an obscure figure said to 

be Qu Yuan’s disciple. The table of contents of Chuci buzhu, as Timothy Wai-Keung Chan’s 

careful reconstruction shows, also reflects an alternative set of author attributions, for it deems 

“Li sao” alone as the work of Qu Yuan, and leaves chapters 2-7— together with chapter 9, “Zhao 

hun,”—anonymous.46 Hong’s notes moreover reveal that in the older redaction, “Li sao” is 

labeled with the word jing 經 (“classic”), while the remaining 16 titles are labeled as zhuan 傳 

(“traditions, commentaries, elaborations”).  

To summarize, the first poem, “Li sao,” is attributed to Qu Yuan by all known sources, 

and referred to as jing by both the old table of contents and the Zhangju commentaries.47 But 

                                                
45 Hanshu, 30.1747. 

46 Chan, “The Jing/zhuan Structure,” 294-95. Hawkes agrees with the attribution of the table 

of contents. He considers chapters 2-6 to be either the works of anonymous poets imitating 

Qu Yuan, whom he sometimes refers to as the “school of Qu Yuan” (The Songs of the 

South, 222), or religious ritual hymns that were “cannibalized” by this anthology (ibid., 

37-41). 

47 Hong Xingzu’s note, however, states that the Chuci shiwen edition does not have the 

character jing under the title “Li sao.” Chan, “The Jing/zhuan Structure,” 295, n. 3, cites 

Yu Jiaxi’s 余嘉錫 research based on earlier bibliographical records, which shows that 
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while the Zhangju commentaries present chapters 2-7 as the works of Qu Yuan, and chapter 9 as 

the work of Song Yu, the table of contents leaves all of these pieces unattributed (see Table 1). 

Zhangju moreover advocates for a strong biographical interpretation, and explains each 

chapter by adducing an episode in Qu Yuan’s life. This reading strategy has been adopted to 

different degrees by the majority of the extant interpretative works.48 Not only are known 

commentaries before the thirteenth century subcommentaries to Wang Yi,49 but many prominent 

                                                
the word jing was in fact attested in earlier editions. The word jing, as part of the title of 

the “Li sao” piece, must have at least predated Wang Yi, since it is glossed by the preface 

to “Li sao” as part of its explanation of the title; see Chuci buzhu, 1.2. Hong exhibits 

strong sentiments regarding the jing label, accusing Wang Yi of wrongly interpreting it as 

part of the title (Chuci buzhu, 1.2). He might have seen an old edition that indeed did not 

have the word jing. 

48 According to Sukhu, Zhu Xi 朱熹 (1130-1200) was the first to read some of the Chuci 

pieces “ethnographically” rather than biographically. Even though he never rejects the 

author attributions of Zhangju, he no longer interprets the meaning of the “Jiu ge” suite, 

for instance, as responses to situations in Qu Yuan’s life; see Gopal Sukhu, The Shaman 

and the Heresiarch: A New Interpretation of the Li Sao (Albany: State Univ. of New York 

Press, 2012), 18-26. Fu’s identification of a paradigm shift in the reading of Chuci among 

Southern Song scholars further contextualizes Sukhu’s observation; see “When the South 

Matters,” 215-61. 

49 Schimmelpfennig, “The Quest for a Classic,” 113. 



Table 1. Chuci zhangju: Author Attributions, Formation History, and the Distribution of Paratextul and Imitation Chapters 
 
Shiji (1st c. BCE): 

Poems attributed to 
QY by Shiji 

Li 
sao  Tian 

wen 

Huai sha 
+ 

Ai Ying 
 Zhao 

hun 

 
Chuci zhangju (2nd c. BCE - 2nd c. CE)  
Sequence based on the reconstructed table of contents (ToC) of Chuci shiwen, adapted from Tang Bingzheng 1963 and  Timothy Chan 1998: 

Two alternative sets of author attributions: 

1. As reflected in 
ToC of Chuci 

shiwen 

QY Song 
Yu 

      Liu 
An’s 
client 

 Wang 
Bao 

Dong
fang 
Shuo 

Liu 
Xiang 

Yan 
Ji 

Jia 
Yi 

QY/ 
Jing 
Cuo 

Wang 
Yi 

2. As reflected in 
Zhangju 

commentaries 

QY Song 
Yu 

QY QY QY QY QY QY Liu 
An’s 
client 

Song 
Yu 

Wang 
Bao 

Dong
fang 
Shuo 

Liu 
Xiang 

Yan 
Ji 

Anony
mous / 

Jia 
Yi 

QY/ 
Jing 
Cuo 

Wang 
Yi 

Possible stages of formation: 

Compiled 
by Liu An 

1 
Li 
sao 

8 2 3 4 5 6 
Bu ju 

7 
Yufu 

12 
Zhao 
yinshi 

 

by Liu Xiang  
9 

Zhao 
hun 

15 13 16 
 

by Wang Yi  14 11 
10 
Da 

Zhao 
17 (?) 

 
Legend: 

 

• Author anecdotes (paratextual):  6 • “Summons” (zhao) chapters (paratextual): 12 • Imitation chapters: 15 

 
• Names:  

• Chapter numbers, based on Chuci buzhu, the received text (12th 
c.): 8 • Boundary between possible re-compilations: 12 



o QY = Qu Yuan  
o Compilers & the numbering of chapters attributed to compilers are underlined 

 
• Full chapter titles and author names according to the sequence of Chuci buzhu and Zhangju commentaries: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

1. Li 
sao 離

騷 by 
Qu 
Yuan 
屈原 

2.  Jiu 
ge 九

歌 by 
QY 

3.  
Tian
wen 
天問 
by 
QY 

4.  Jiu 
zhang 
九章 by 
QY 

5. 
Yuan
you 
遠遊 
by 
QY 

6. Bu 
ju ⼘

居 by 
QY 

7.Yufu 
漁⽗ 
by QY 

8.  Jiu 
bian 九

辯 by 
Song Yu 
宋⽟ 

9. Zhao 
hun 招

魂 by 
Song 
Yu 

10. Da 
Zhao ⼤招 
by Qu 
Yuan / Jing 
Cuo 景差 

11. Xi 
shi 惜誓 
by Jia Yi 
賈誼 
  

12. Zhao 
yinshi 招

隱⼠ by 
Huainan 
xiaoshan 
淮南⼩⼭ 
(Liu An’s 
client) 

13. Qi 
jian 七

諫 by 
Dongfa
ng shuo 
東⽅朔 

14. Ai 
shi 
ming 哀

時命 by 
Yan Ji 
嚴忌 

15. Jiu 
huai 九

懷 by 
Wang 
Bao 王

褒 

16. Jiu 
tan 九

歎 by 
Liu 
Xiang 
劉向 

17. Jiu 
Si 九思 
by 
Wang 
Yi 王逸 
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modern scholars of Chuci, such as Tang Bingzheng50 and Jiang Liangfu 姜亮夫,51 adhere to 

this biographical reading as well. 

Nevertheless, scholars in recent decades—to some extent following their Japanese 

predecessors such as Okamura Shigeru 岡村繁52—have begun to question the utility of 

interpreting Chuci according to the narratives associated with Qu Yuan’s life. Galal Walker’s 

1982 dissertation, by introducing linguistic evidence, proposes an early Han dating; if this 

argument stands, it would sever any direct tie between Qu Yuan, a Warring States period figure, 

and the texts of Chuci.53 Gopal Sukhu similarly points to the Han period as a more fitting 

context for interpreting the Chuci compilation.54 Owen demonstrates that the problematic 

features of many Chuci pieces can receive more fitting explanations once they are stripped of the 

traditional biographical exegeses.55 Kern’s nuanced reading of the representations of Qu Yuan 

                                                
50 Tang Bingzheng, “Chuci bianzuanzhe jiqi chengshu niandai de tansuo.” 

51 Jiang Liangfu 姜亮夫, Jiang Liangfu quanji (8): Chuci xue lunwenji 姜亮夫全集

（⼋）：楚辭學論⽂集 (Kunming: Yunnan renmin chubanshe, 2002). See especially his 

engagement in the debate over the historicity of Qu Yuan, 78-90. 

52 Okamura Shigeru 岡村繁, “Soji to Kutsu Gen: Hīrō to sakusha to no bunri ni tsuite” 楚

辭と屈原: ヒーローと作者との分離について, Nippon Chūgoku Gakkai hō 18 (1966): 

86–101. 

53 Walker, “Toward a Formal History of the ‘Chuci’,” 430. 

54 Sukhu, The Shaman and the Heresiarch. 

55 Stephen Owen, “Reading the Li sao,” unpublished manuscript; idem, “Too Many 

Commentaries: Reading the ‘Nine Songs’” (paper presented at First Friday Lunch Talk 
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pinpoints the irresolvable conflict between Qu Yuan the “poetic hero” and Qu Yuan the “heroic 

poet.”56 Together, these works convincingly challenge the traditional view on the composition 

process of Chuci. 

Building on these works, the present essay no longer considers Qu Yuan as a historical 

individual involved in the composition of the Chuci verses. It instead probes into how early 

textual producers, the named and nameless poets, compilers, and commentators of these verses, 

created and constructed the author figure Qu Yuan. How does their author construction relate to 

the discourse of the Han period? What are the consequences resulting from the making of an 

author? 

 

II. Packaging Qu Yuan’s Life and Corpus 

The evident heterogeneity among the core chapters of Chuci might have also contributed to the 

early emergence of its authorship debate. Chapter 2, “Jiu ge” 九歌 (Nine Songs), for instance, 

appears to be ritual songs addressing specific deities;57 chapter 3, “Tianwen,” is a catalogue of 

                                                
Series, Harvard Univ., November 3, 2017) 

56 Martin Kern, “Du Fu’s Long Gaze Back: Fate, History, Heroism, Authorship,” in Reading 

the Signs: Philology, History, Prognostication, ed. Iwo Amelung and Joachim Kurtz 

(Munich: Iudicium, 2018), 173. 

57 Kern, “Early Chinese Literature,” 80-83. For the paradigm of enchantment and 

disenchantment set up by the interaction between the shaman and the goddess in the “Jiu 

ge,” and its relationship to “Li sao,” see Li, Enchantment and Disenchantment, 3-10. 
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questions ranging from the inception of the universe to the history of the Chu state;58 the 

heavenly journey of chapter 5, “Yuan you” 遠遊 (Far Roaming), reflects early Daoist 

cultivation59 and self-divinization60 practices.  

The paratextual chapters examined in this section and the next (Section III) are even more 

distinctive. While the vast majority of the Chuci texts are in verse, chapters 6 and 7, “Bu ju” ⼘

居 (Divination) and “Yufu” 漁⽗ (The Fisherman), are verses enveloped by prose accounts of 

two episodes in Qu Yuan’s life. Even though the Zhangju commentaries label these two pieces 

the works of Qu Yuan, they are sometimes considered apocryphal by later interpreters.61 The 

three “Summons” chapters 9, 10, and 12 appear to be rooted in funerary chants.62 Walker’s 

statistical study shows that these five chapters, along with chapter 3, “Tianwen,” have a far lower 

rate of textual sharing with the remaining eleven chapters.63  

                                                
58 Kern, “Early Chinese Literature,” 83-84. 

59 Paul W. Kroll, “On ‘Far Roaming’,” Journal of the American Oriental Society 116 (1996): 

653-69. 

60 Michael J. Puett, To Become a God: Cosmology, Sacrifice, and Self-Divinization in Early 

China (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2002), 217-20. 

61 See, for instance, the comment by Wang Siyuan 王泗源 in Chuci jijiao jishi, vol. 4, 

1991, as well as Hong Xingzu’s comment in ibid., vol. 4, 2018. 

62 Kern, “Early Chinese Literature,” 84-86. 

63 Walker, “Toward a Formal History of the ‘Chuci’,” 129-31; however, as noted by Walker, 

437, chapter 9, “Zhao hun,” shares lines with “Jiu ge.” 
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While these five chapters have not been the focus of existing scholarship,64 they in fact 

performed crucial functions in the formation of the Chuci compilation. Their inclusion creates 

and hierarchizes an author figure, which reflects attempts to demarcate and stabilize the shape of 

the Chuci corpus. 

 

II.1 Author Anecdotes as Terminus Markers 

In all known chapter sequences, the first seven chapters (or eight in the Chuci shiwen sequence) 

of Chuci are consistently bookended by the beginning and the end of a protagonist’s life (See 

Table 1). Chapter 1, “Li sao,” famously opens with a declaration of the protagonist’s origin. He 

states, in the first-person voice, his ancestry, birth or descension,65 and the names bestowed 

upon him by his father. 

 

The name he gave me was “Zhengze” (True Exemplar) 

The title he gave me was “Lingjun” (Divine Balance). 

名余⽈正則兮, 字余⽈靈均。66 

 

                                                
64 See, for instance, the two millennia of Chuci commentarial writings collected in Chuci 

jijiao jishi. Of its 2720 pages, 1987 pages—or three quarter of its content—are devoted to 

chapters 1-5.  

65 For a summary of the debate over the interpretation of jiang 降 (descending), see Chuci 

jijiao jishi, vol. 1, 51-62. 

66 “Li sao,” Chuci buzhu, 1.4. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 68. 
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Such an autobiographical declaration is unparalleled among early Chinese texts.67 However, the 

names carefully chosen by the father are not “Qu Yuan,” or in any apparent way related to the 

two characters “Qu” 屈 and “Yuan” 原. The discrepancy between the author’s name and the 

protagonist’s names has been one source of fodder for scholarly contention.68 

Where is the name “Qu Yuan” first named? Chapters 6-7, the two short narratives, are the 

first chapters to pronounce the author’s name. They in fact contain the only two occurrences of 

the name “Qu Yuan” within the chapters deemed by Zhangju to be Qu Yuan’s works; they are 

also consistently placed at the end of these seven chapters. Both chapters can be described as 

speeches encapsulated within narrative frames, adhering to the predominant morphology of early 

Chinese anecdotes.69 The encapsulated speeches in the case of chapters 6-7 are in verse, and 

thus align more closely with the rest of the Chuci compilation.  

Both anecdotes take place during Qu Yuan’s exile. Chapter 6, opening with the very first 

occurrence of the name “Qu Yuan” in the body text of Chuci zhangju, describes a visit to a Great 

Diviner (daibu 太⼘) named Zhan Yin of Zheng (Zheng Zhan Yin 鄭詹尹). Its description of 

                                                
67 Hong believes that this is the earliest case of an author’s self-narration or autobiography; 

see Chuci buzhu, 1.3. 

68 Chapter 16, “Jiu tan” 九歎, an imitation attributed to Liu Xiang, already seems to reflect 

the need to explain these names. For a summary of existing attempts at connecting these 

names to Qu Yuan, see Chuci jijiao jishi, vol. 1, 68-75. 

69 David Schaberg, A Patterned Past: Form and Thought in Early Chinese Historiography 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2001), 172-74. See also Paul van Els and 

Sarah A. Queen, “Anecdotes in Early China,” in Between History and Philosophy, 7-10. 
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the poet in its narrative introduction finds echoes in the Zhangju commentators’ writings. In the 

synopsis below, repeated phrases are underlined: 

 

 
Chapter 6, “Bu ju”  Zhangju Preface to “Li sao” 
 
After Qu Yuan was sent into exile, he did 
not obtain a recall for three years. Though 
he had taxed his knowledge and strained 
his loyalty to the utmost, his worth was 
obscured by the tongues of slander. His 
mind was in such a turmoil that he did not 
know which way to turn.  
屈原既放，三年不得復⾒。竭知盡忠，
⽽蔽鄣於讒。⼼煩慮亂，不知所從。70 

  
Qu Yuan, despite being loyal and true in his 
conduct, was met with perverse slander. 
His sorrowed mind was in such turmoil that 
he did not know which way to turn (or “he 
did not know what to divulge”). He thus 
composed “The Classic of Encountering 
Trouble.” 
屈原執履忠貞⽽被讒衺, 憂⼼煩亂, 不知
所愬，乃作《離騷經》。71 
 

 
This comparison shows that a version of the narrative frame in chapter 6 was also adapted to 

serve as the commentarial interpretation of the “works” attributed to Qu Yuan.  

Subtle differences between these two passages illustrate how an existing text can be 

gradually reshaped for different emphases and purposes. The word su 愬 in the Zhangju preface 

can mean to “turn” to a certain direction, as well as to “tell” or to “divulge.” The first meaning is 

semantically close to the word in the parallel position in chapter 6, cong 從 (to follow), while 

the second meaning builds a natural connection to the composition of “Li sao” mentioned in the 

ensuing phrase. While “not knowing which way to turn” (cong) in chapter 6 paints a picture of 

Qu Yuan wandering, the ambiguity of su in the preface encompasses both a wandering Qu Yuan 

                                                
70 “Bu ju,” Chuci buzhu, 6.176. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 

204. 

71 Chuci buzhu, 1.2.  
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and a rhapsodizing Qu Yuan. 

Proceeding from the narrative frame, Qu Yuan asks the diviner a series of questions in 

verse, each presenting a possible manner of conduct in an aberrant age. As Hong Xingzu points 

out, the questions come in pairs, juxtaposing a morally righteous option with an expedient 

alternative.72 The pairs are linked together through the repetition of the modal particles ning 寧 

and jiang 將, such as 

 

Should I remain wholeheartedly honest, simple in my faithfulness, 

Or slave away playing a host, acting thus ad nauseam? 

吾寧悃悃欵欵，朴以忠乎？ 

將送往勞來，斯無窮乎？ 

… 

Should I remain uncorrupted and upright so as to keep myself pure, 

Or bow and scrape, compliant and slippery like lard and chamois? 

寧廉潔正直，以⾃清乎？ 

將突梯滑稽，如脂如⾱，以潔楹乎？73 

 

Qu Yuan ends his questions silently lamenting (xujie momo 吁嗟默默) that no one “understands 

                                                
72 Ibid., 6.177. 

73  “Bu ju,” Chuci buzhu, 6.176-7; see also Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 204-5.  
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his uncorrupt fidelity” 知吾之廉貞.74 The diviner, responding also in verse, states that his 

technical knowledge and skills hold no solution to the poet’s dilemma. 

Chapter 7, “Yufu,” portrays an episode precipitating Qu Yuan’s suicide. It closely 

parallels an anecdote in his Shiji biography as well as an account in Liu Xiang’s 劉向 (79-8 

BCE) Xinxu 新序.75 Given these Han period parallels, chapter 7 likely preserves a widely-

known episode in the early imagination of Qu Yuan. In this chapter, Qu Yuan encounters a 

fisherman who questions the poet’s choice to uphold his integrity and suggests a more flexible 

approach to the world’s corruption. The two characters thus embody and dramatize the choice 

between righteousness and expediency laid out in the previous chapter. Qu Yuan’s versified 

response eventually alludes to his suicide:  

 

I would rather cast myself into the waters of the Xiang river and be buried in the bowels 

of fish than hide my shining light in the dark and dust of the world.  

寧赴湘流，葬於江⿂之腹中。安能以皓皓之⽩，⽽蒙世俗之塵埃乎。76  

 

Nevertheless, the anecdote concludes with the fisherman’s song and departure.77 As Hawkes 

                                                
74  “Bu ju,” Chuci buzhu, 6.178. 

75 Shi Guangying ⽯光瑛, Xinxu jiaoshi 新序校釋 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 2017). For a 

brief discussion of this passage, see Schimmelpfennig, “The Quest for a Classic,” 125-26. 

76 “Yufu,” Chuci buzhu, 7.180; translation after Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 206.  

77 For comparison of this version with the version in Shiji, see Kern, “Du Fu’s Long Gaze 

Back,” 172-3.  
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points out, the fisherman here resembles several other common folk characters in early Chinese 

literature who interrogate Master figures such as Confucius.78 In fact, the rhetoric of the 

fisherman echoes other detractors, whose questions serve to elicit the Master’s apologia.79 

I have previously hypothesized that direct or indirect allusions to the author figure’s 

death could have functioned as a “terminus marker” within early Chinese compilations. In 

Zhuangzi 莊⼦, Mozi 墨⼦, Hanfeizi 韓⾮⼦, and the Gongyang zhuan 公⽺傳, such 

narratives either more or less mark the end of the extant redaction, or are located in between two 

distinctive strata.80 This pattern suggests a correlation between such narratives and the 

compilers’ desire to mark the end of the compilation, even if such wishes were not always 

honored, and additional strata could always be appended. In the Greco-Roman context, verses 

that mark the end of an anthology often make allusions to the author’s physical death and employ 

epitaphic conventions.81 Such is the case of Ode 3.30, with which Horace marked the end of his 

first collection of Odes, books 1-3; except that he later adjoined a fourth book.82 Even in the 

context of modern authorship, the death of the author delegitimizes any addition or change to the 

                                                
78 Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 204.  

79 E.g., Chen Qiyou 陳奇猷, Hanfeizi xin jiaozhu 韓非子新校注 (Shanghai: Shanghai 

guji chubanshe, 2000), 42.955-57. 

80 Du, “The Author’s Two Bodies,” 368-87, 444-51. 

81 Irene Peirano, “‘Sealing’ the Book: the Sphragis as Paratext,” in The Roman Paratext: 

Frame, Texts, Readers, ed. Laura Jansen (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2014), 226. 

82 Ibid., 231-32.  
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oeuvre.83 Since chapter 7 is invariably placed at the end of the chapters attributed to Qu Yuan by 

Zhangju, it could have been a terminus marker, comparable to narratives of the author’s physical 

end found in the other compilations listed above (See Table 1). 

In addition to delimiting the boundary of the core chapters, chapters 6 and 7 also 

prescribe a new way of reading them. Even without the Zhangju commentaries, these two 

chapters dictate a tie between the core chapters and Qu Yuan, thus anchoring them to a historical 

context. Without them, chapters 1-5 are largely atemporal and nearly anonymous. Their content, 

ranging from addresses to divinities to plaintive articulations of personal grievances, seems to 

almost purposefully eschew any association with historical time. Like other anonymous ritual 

and lyrical texts, the “I” within chapters 1-5—had these been transmitted without chapters 6 and 

7—would have designated the enunciators of these poems, i.e., the ritual re-enactors or every 

                                                
83 As examples, cf. the notoriously difficulty of dealing with Montaigne’s revisions 

generated during his lifetime; see Montaigne: Essays in Memory of Richard Sayce, ed. I. 

D. McFarlane and Ian Maclean (Oxford: Oxford Univ. Press, 1982); George Hoffmann, 

Montaigne’s Career (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1999). Or consider the notion of the ultima 

manus edition, which is defined by the author’s death, such as die Ausgabe letzter Hand of 

Goethe’s Faust; see Marita Mathijsen, “The Concept of Authorisation,” Text 14 (2002): 

77-90. Similar logic can also be observed in the reception history of Kafka, where the 

posthumous editing decisions by his friend Max Brod are no longer appreciated by more 

recent scholarship and critical editions; see, for example, Tetsuro Uno, “Über Max Brods 

Textgestaltung des Urteils von Franz Kafka,” Wirkendes Wort 39 (1989): 84–94. 
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new performer or reader.84  

The association with an author, as Foucault and Beecroft point out, switches the reference 

of the “I” from the trans-historical performers-users to an author figure with a delimited 

lifespan.85 In Walker’s words, “Qu Yuan locates Chu poetry in time.”86 So long as the audience 

heed the demands implicit in the creation of Qu Yuan, their interpretation of chapters 1-5 will be 

fastened to the voice of a person from Qu Yuan’s time period. According to David Schaberg, this 

interpretative strategy was not always present in the early history of Chinese poetics, and is 

reflective of a new trend.87  

The packaging function performed by chapters 6-7 is further underscored by the 

uncertainty of whether the Chuci materials existed as a compilation or as individual pieces. The 

“Yiwenzhi” employs different naming conventions for the Masters texts and poetic 

compositions, and seems to recognize the former as compilations or even “books,” and the latter 

as individual pieces. The Zhuangzi is listed as “Zhuangzi in fifty-two chapters (pian)” 莊⼦五⼗

⼆篇, while the Chuci materials are “twenty-five pieces (or chapters) of fu by Qu Yuan” 屈原賦

                                                
84 For traces of its earlier performative contexts in “Li sao,” see Kern, “Du Fu’s Long Gaze 

Back,” 171. 

85 Foucault, “What is an Author?,” 287; Beecroft refers to this shift as “indexicalization”; see 

Beecroft, Authorship and Cultural Identity, 173. 

86 Walker, “Toward a Formal History of the ‘Chuci’,” 26. 

87 David Schaberg, “Song and the Historical Imagination in Early China,” Harvard Journal 

of Asiatic Studies 59 (1999): 313-15.  
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⼆⼗五篇.88 One can reasonably infer that the word “Zhuangzi” refers to a text rather than an 

author, or Zhuangzi 《莊⼦》 rather than “Master Zhuang” 莊⼦, because its position is in 

parallel to other terms that are clearly titles, such as “The Classic of Changes in twelve chapters” 

易經⼗⼆篇. In the case of Qu Yuan, however, the added noun of fu renders “Qu Yuan” more 

likely the author’s name. Albeit one could plausibly read the three characters “Qu Yuan fu” as a 

book title Qu Yuan fu 《屈原賦》 (The Rhapsodies of/about Qu Yuan), among all the more 

than one thousand fu pieces tallied in the “Yiwenzhi” following this formula, none were 

transmitted as part of a text named 《XX 賦》or The Rhapsodies of XX. In short, what are now 

the core chapters of Chuci were probably read by the writers of this bibliographical entry (Liu 

Xiang not unlikely among them) as individual pieces rather than components of one 

compilation.89 

This is to say that up to the first century CE, the integrity of chapters 1-7 as “one text” 

cannot be taken for granted. In this context, the placement of chapters 6-7 is all the more 

significant, likely reflecting the earliest attempt both to delimit the end of the Chuci and to 

                                                
88 As a bibliographical term, pian possesses several possible meanings that are at times 

difficult to disambiguate. It could either indicate the materiality of the manuscript, as in a 

“bamboo scroll” in contradistinction to juan as a “silk scroll,” or a semantic unit, either as 

an individual “piece” or as a “chapter” within a larger text; see Tsuen-Hsuin Tsien, 

Written on Bamboo and Silk: The Beginnings of Chinese Books and Inscriptions (1962, 

rpt. Chicago: Univ. of Chicago Press, 2004), 99, 120. 

89 Chan, “The Jing/zhuan Structure,” 312-13, on a different line of reasoning also suggests 

that Liu Xiang might have read the “twenty-five pian of fu” as individual pieces. 
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package together these twenty-five pieces as one entity.90 If chapters 6-7 are comparable in 

function to the narratives of the author’s physical end in other Masters texts, the making of the 

Chuci compilation participates in the conventions of a larger textual culture. Thus even if 

chapters 6-7 should not be understood as genuine historical accounts, as many have already 

noted,91 their insertion into the Chuci nevertheless reflects an attempt to transform history. By 

imposing an author figure onto a set of textual materials and bookending it, these chapters 

transformed the mode of existence as well as interpretation of the circumscribed text.  

 

II.2 The Placement of “Jiu bian” 九辯 and the Alternative Early Author Attribution 

If chapters 6-7 were intended for articulating the confines of Qu Yuan’s oeuvre, then chapter 8, 

“Jiu bian” 九辯 (Nine Changes), presents a complicating factor, at least upon first sight. In all 

known versions, “Jiu bian” is attributed to Song Yu, Qu Yuan’s supposed disciple and an even 

                                                
90 The entry in “Yiwenzhi” also highlights the packaging power of a paratextual element that 

is more familiar to us, namely, the chapter title. The titles of chapter 2, “Jiu ge,” and 

chapter 4, “Jiu zhang,” group together poems that were likely counted as individual 

pieces, transforming them into the poetic suites found in the received Chuci zhangju. It is 

furthermore interesting to note that while chapter 8, “Jiu bian,” has a similar title as these 

poetic suites, it is not comprised of smaller pieces with their own titles, nor could it be 

easily subdivided into something like nine units, in contrast to “Jiu zhang.”   

91 Beginning with Hong Xingzu, who criticized Sima Qian, Liu Xiang, and Xi Kang 嵇康 

(ca. 223-ca. 262)—and probably Wang Yi by extension—for reading chapters 6-7 as 

historical accounts (shilu 實錄); see Chuci buzhu, 7.179. 
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more obscure figure. In the Chuci buzhu sequence, “Jiu bian” is placed after the core chapters as 

chapter 8, but in the older sequence of Chuci shiwen, it occupies the position of chapter 2, 

situated immediately after “Li sao” and squarely within the bookends marked by a protagonist’s 

birth and Qu Yuan’s death (see Table 1). This earlier sequence challenges our hypothesis that 

Han compilers congregated what they considered to be the poems of Qu Yuan and introduced the 

imitations by later authors only after chapters 6-7. 

Before I proffer a possible explanation, I should state, as a caveat, that given the complex 

formation history of early texts, we should not expect all of their features to be “explainable.” 

The paratextual elements I have proposed suggest tendencies rather than rules, or incipient rather 

than already standardized conventions. One should note, furthermore, that there is at least one 

instance attested where a line from “Jiu bian” is attributed to Qu Yuan rather than to Song Yu, 

found in the “Chen shen ju biao” 陳審舉表 (Memorial Explaining Judicious Appointments) by 

Cao Zhi 曹植 (192-232).92 It is possible that among the early versions, the attribution of “Jiu 

bian” to Song Yu was not as universally accepted as it seems today. 

That being said, the placement of “Jiu bian” is wholly consistent with the alternative 

definition of Qu Yuan’s “oeuvre” that was also likely present during the Han, which, as Timothy 

                                                
92 “Qu Ping (i.e. Qu Yuan) said, ‘When the state has a [carriage with a] thoroughbred but no 

one knows to drive it, why so anxiously seek for another?’” 屈平⽈：國有驥⽽不知乘，

焉皇皇⽽更索; see “Chen shen ju biao,” in Quan shanggu sandai Qin Han sanguo 

liuchao wen 全上古三代秦漢三國六朝⽂, comp. Yan Kejun 嚴可均 (1762-1843) 

(Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1965), 16.1139a. For a discussion of this citation, see Tang, 

“Chuci bianzuanzhe jiqi chengshu niandai de tansuo,” 52-53. 
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Chan reconstructs, saw chapter 1, “Li sao,” alone as the work of Qu Yuan.93 Unlike the Zhangju 

commentaries, the table of contents only attributes “Li sao” to Qu Yuan, leaving the rest of the 

core chapters unattributed; the earlier table of contents of Chuci shiwen, moreover, characterizes 

all other chapters as the zhuan of “Li sao,” that is, as elaborations on a classic.94 Scholars have 

made the case that the introduction of disciple figures serves to elevate the master.95 In the next 

section, I will similarly show how the “Summons” chapters, adapted to represent the voice of Qu 

Yuan’s followers, are placed immediately after the core chapters for the purpose of hierarchizing 

them. The placement of “Jiu bian” also conforms to this pattern, except that it adheres to an 

alternative attribution that sees “Li sao” alone as the work of the master.  

This interpretation agrees with the existing understanding. In Tang Bingzheng’s 

reconstruction of the formation history of the Chuci compilation, he postulates as the earliest 

stage a compilation consisting only of “Li sao” and “Jiu bian.” These two pieces would then 

form a jing-zhuan (classics and commentary) pairing, with Song Yu as its compiler.96 Hawkes 

likewise comments on the Chuci shiwen table of contents: 

 

Since Li sao jing was immediately followed by a work which everyone 

confidently attributed to Qu Yuan’s ‘disciple’ Song Yu, it follows that whoever 

compiled the original anthology must have thought of Li sao as the master-text 

                                                
93 Chan, “The Jing/zhuan Structure of the Chuci Anthology.” 

94 Ibid., 326. 

95 See, for instance, Lewis, Writing and Authority, 58. 

96 Tang, “Chuci bianzuanzhe jiqi chengshu niandai de tansuo,” 52. 
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written by the Archpoet himself and all the works which followed as merely 

‘School of Qu Yuan.’ Of this school Song Yu alone is named because he was the 

greatest and best-remembered of the ‘disciples.’97 

 

In the next section, I will further explore the implications of Song Yu as an embodiment of 

“followers” or even compilers. 

In summary, the older chapter sequence of the Chuci shiwen seems to have resulted from 

an amalgam of two competing notions regarding the confines of Qu Yuan’s oeuvre. The 

placement of Song Yu’s “Jiu bian” right after chapter 1 reflects the understanding that “Li sao” 

alone was the work of Qu Yuan, a position that is in concert with other features of the older table 

of contents. On the other hand, the placement of the two author anecdotes (chapters 6-7) 

corroborate the position of the Zhangju commentaries, which see all of chapters 1-7 (in the Chuci 

buzhu sequence) as the oeuvre of Qu Yuan. Here, the naming of Qu Yuan was among the magic 

spells that began to transmute a set of open, evolving, and anonymous materials into a closed, 

stabilized, and authored corpus. 

Altogether, my discussion so far suggests the emergence of a textual corpus’ identity 

between the beginning and the end of the core chapters. The opening of chapter 1 bestows names 

upon its protagonist, none of which, however, is the eventual author’s name. Just as the author 

finalizes rather than originates the text, the “I” of Chuci was not born as Qu Yuan, but dies as Qu 

Yuan. Su Fu’s study of Han period sources seem to flesh out this process, as it delineates the 

                                                
97 Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 32. 
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divergent origins and later convergence of Qu Yuan and “Chuci.”98 As Mark Edward Lewis 

expounds, the conjoining of Qu Yuan and the Chuci compilation, a transformative step in the 

history of authorship in China, has served as a model for later literary practices.99  

 

III. The “Summons” and the Hierarchization of the Authorial Corpus 

If the death scene of the author marks the end of “his” work, what happens next in the Chuci 

zhangju, almost uncannily, is the elegizing, embalming, and enshrining of both his physical body 

and his literary corpus. The next major group of poems introduces a new genre: renditions of 

ritual incantations recalling the soul of the deceased. These three poems, chapter 9, “Zhao hun” 

(Summons of the Soul), chapter 10, “Da zhao” (The Great Summons), and chapter 12, “Zhao 

yinshi” 招隱⼠ (Summoning the Recluse), share the word zhao 招 (summon) in their titles. 

They seem to be modeled on a textual tradition for a ritual procedure that is also described in 

other early sources.100  

Chapter 12, likely the earliest to enter the compilation, is always associated with the court 

of Liu An, the Prince of Huainan. Its author’s name, according to the Zhangju commentaries, is 

“Huainan Xiaoshan” 淮南⼩⼭.101 As a literary reworking, it calls upon a “prince” (wangsun 

                                                
98 Fu, “When the South Matters,” 26-44. 

99 Lewis, Writing and Authority, 185-92. 

100 Ibid., 219-21; Kern, “Early Chinese Literature,” 84-86; Miranda Brown, The Politics of 

Mourning in Early China (Albany: State Univ. of New York Press, 2008), 11. 

101 Not much information is available on who Huainan Xiaoshan might be. The Zhangju 

commentaries introduced him as one of the scholars patronized by Liu An; see Chuci 
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王孫)—as opposed to deceased souls—to return from the wilderness. The other two “Summons” 

are closer to the original ritual context, and seem to address the dead, or the soul about to depart 

into the realm of the dead. To entice the soul’s return, they describe in detail the treacherous 

landscapes of all directions, such as the beginning of the calls in chapter 9: 

 

O soul, come back! In the east you cannot abide. 

There are giants there a thousand fathoms tall, who seek only for souls to catch. 

Ten suns come out one after another, melting metal, dissolving stone. 

魂兮歸來！東⽅不可以託些。 

⾧⼈千仞，惟魂是索些。 

⼗⽇代出，流⾦鑠⽯些。102 

 

Forming stark contrast with the horrors of these far-flung realms, the last section before the coda 

enumerates the sumptuous allures of the civilized center, the soul’s “old abode” (guju 故居). 

 Unlike chapter 12, the author attributions of chapters 9 and 10 involve a significant 

                                                
buzhu, 12.232. His brief mention in Gao You’s ⾼誘 (fl. 205-210 CE) preface to the 

Huainanzi 淮南⼦ characterizes him as a Confucian; see He Ning 何寧, Huainanzi jishi 

淮南⼦集釋 (Beijing: Zhonghua shuju, 1998), 5. Wenxuan ⽂選 attributes chapter 12 

directly to Liu An. 

102 “Zhao hun,” Chuci buzhu, 9.199; Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the 

South, 224. 
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degree of fluidity and ambiguity. In this section, I investigate the possible paratextual functions 

of the “Summons,” with a focus on their hierarchizing function; I accordingly interpret them as 

representations of the compilers who were interested in closing Qu Yuan’s corpus. There are 

several lines of evidence supporting this interpretation, which will be expounded in greater detail 

after an explanation of the notion of “hierarchization.” To briefly summarize them here: (1) the 

“Summons” genre seems to be associated with Qu Yuan before Zhangju, while the Zhangju 

commentaries associate it with the followers of Qu Yuan; this shift suggests Qu Yuan’s changing 

status from the poet performing the elegy to the author being elegized, from the laudator to the 

laundandus.103 (2) The three authors of “Summons” named by Zhangju all occupy the 

ambiguous zone between production and reception, and thus fittingly represent the position of 

the compilers. (3) The older chapter sequence of Chuci shiwen, according to Tang Bingzheng’s 

reconstruction, suggests that each of the “Summons” was added to the end of the compilation 

every time a new redaction was made (see Table 1). Thus the “Summons” chapters seem to have 

functioned similarly as terminus markers that stipulated the closure of the compilation. (4) There 

is not only a strong association between the formation of the Chuci corpus and the mourning of 

Qu Yuan, but more generally in early Chinese discourse, the goals of funerary ritual and the aims 

of compiling also seem to converge. 

 

III.1 Hierarchization 

                                                
103 Terms often employed in scholarship on Pindar. For laudare as “to deliver a funerary 

eulogy of,” see Oxford Latin Dictionary, ed. P. G. W. Glare (Oxford: Oxford University 

Press, 2012), 1111. 
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My analysis of the “Summons” chapters hinges upon a fuller explanation of the concept I term 

“hierarchization,” which refers to the creation of a unidirectional and unequal relationship 

between cultural “production” and “reception.” The key determining factor of textual stability is 

not the medium of textual production (e.g., print versus manuscript, or orality versus writing), 

but whether there is a hierarchical differentiation between production and reception. Such a 

hierarchical differentiation is not the default condition in oral or manuscript cultures, where the 

users, audience, or learners can seamlessly assume the roles of writers, compilers, performers, 

and teachers. Thus the default condition of these contexts are dual- or even multi-directional and 

non-hierarchized, where a user or a performer, in the process of reproducing a text, can always 

make changes and act as a producer. There is accordingly no meaningful distinction between 

“production” and “reception.” The creation of a stabilized cultural artifact that is merely 

“received” by subsequent users would then require the act of hierarchization. 

Roger Chartier’s description of notarial registers offers a comparandum for what non-

hierarchized manuscript production might have looked like. Notarial registers are commonplace 

books that were  

 

copied by their own readers, who put in them, in no apparent order, texts of quite 

different sorts in prose and in verse, devotional and technical, documentary and 

poetic. These compilations, produced by lay people unfamiliar with the traditional 

institutions of manuscript production and for whom the act of copying was a 

necessary preliminary to reading, characteristically show no sign of the author-

function. The unity of such a book comes from the fact that its producer is also its 
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addressee.104  

 

This description illustrates a textual production condition where the distinction between 

“production” versus “reception” is absent. The resulting compilations contain texts of all forms 

and genres, and are reminiscent of both received early Chinese compilations as well as some of 

the unearthed textual caches. Under such circumstances, the confines of a text as well as its 

pragmatic meaning—or even its content and its semantic meaning—are determined by the 

context of use.105 They are tailored by the manuscript users who are simultaneously the 

producers of these manuscripts, having either copied the manuscripts themselves or dictated the 

text to scribes. 

Against this default, non-hierarchized state, hierarchization refers to the endeavor of a 

certain group of producers to claim an elevated position. This means that they try to stipulate 

subsequent users to adhere to a particular version of the text, and often, a particular 

interpretation. As Chartier’s description already alludes to, manuscript production is not 

necessarily non-hierarchized. A different type of textual practice, for instance, is associated with 

“traditional institutions of manuscript production.” Stable textual transmission is possible in 

                                                
104 Emphasis mine. Chartier, The Order of Books: Readers, Authors and Libraries in Europe 

Between the Fourteenth and Eighteenth Centuries (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1994), 

55-56.  

105 Cf. Michael J. Puett, “Text and Commentary: The Early Tradition,” in The Oxford 

Handbook of Classical Chinese Literature, 113. 
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manuscript or even oral contexts, so long as the users are persuaded to ensure it.106 Without 

hierarchization, a text transforms because of the changing intentions of its producer-users; in a 

hierarchized context, a text only changes in spite of its users’ intention to faithfully replicate.107  

The creation of the author figure functions precisely as a time capsule that transmits such 

a prescription. Once the author figure is endowed with the privilege of controlling textual 

identity and interpretation, the erstwhile producer-users are separated into participants in either 

“production”—collectively personified by the author figure—or “reception.” This explains why 

there is “no sign of the author-function” in the non-hierarchized production context of the 

notarial registers. Thus the power of the author’s lifespan to demarcate textual boundaries, as 

discussed in the previous section, reflects an even more fundamental change that results from the 

creation of the author. Un-authored and un-stabilized texts can exist as limitlessly transforming 

iterations, whether they are renditions of traditional verse or recombinations of programming 

codes. Creating an author figure privileges a particular instantiation of a text and fundamentally 

transforms its ontology from an ongoing process that changes with time into an eidos that would 

                                                
106 E.g., the stabilized transmission of Vergil’s corpus during the Middle Ages; see L. D. 

Reynolds, “Virgil,” in Texts and Transmission: A Survey of the Latin Classics, ed. L. D. 

Reynolds (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1983), 433-36. 

107 What distinguishes print production, in my view, is its automation of the creation of 

hierarchical differentiation between production and reception. The users of a printed text 

cannot seamlessly insert themselves into a text that is already printed. This crucial 

difference contributes to the impression that printed texts are closed and stabilized, while 

manuscript texts remain open and fluid. 
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ideally remain permanent despite time’s passing. In Section IV, I will further discuss how 

successful hierarchization transforms the intertextual relationships among texts. 

 

III.2 Shifting Author Attributions: From laudator to laundandus 

The next four subsections will present the various clues suggesting that the “Summons” chapters 

were adapted for the Chuci compilation to represent the position of the compilers and to 

hierarchize Qu Yuan and “his” chapters. The first piece of evidence is the shifting author 

attributions of chapters 9 and 10. I will first enumerate the various attestations to the authorship 

of chapters 9 and 10, listing them chronologically to the best of my knowledge.  

The Shiji, likely our earliest source of evidence, attributes a text titled “Zhao hun” (same 

title as chapter 9) to Qu Yuan. According to Tang Bingzheng’s reconstruction, this piece was not 

included in the redaction associated with Liu An (see Table 1). The table of contents of Chuci 

shiwen leaves chapter 9 anonymous. The Zhangju commentaries ascribe the chapter to Qu 

Yuan’s disciple, Song Yu, stating that he is calling for Qu Yuan’s return from exile.108  

Our only early evidence concerning chapter 10, “Da zhao,” comes from within the 

Zhangju commentaries, which, interestingly enough, show hesitation for the very first time. 

Rather than confidently declaring an author, as it has done for nearly all other chapters, Zhangju 

ventures to guess that this piece belongs either to Qu Yuan or to another obscure younger 

contemporary of the poet, a figure named Jing Cuo 景差. Even more remarkably, the Zhangju 

preface to chapter 10 spills most of its ink on a Qu Yuan summoning his own dispersing souls.109  

                                                
108 Chuci buzhu, 9.197. 

109 Chuci buzhu, 10.216. 
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Scholars have shown that contrary to the interpretation dictated by the Zhangju 

commentaries, chapters 9 and 10 seem to be addressed to a royal ruler rather than a minister, to a 

king and not to Qu Yuan. Hawkes, for instance, points out that the coda (luan 亂) of chapter 9 

evidently recounts a royal hunting expedition featuring a king.110 

 

In the new year, as spring began, speedily we went on an expedition to the south. 

獻歲發春兮，汩吾南征。 

… 

I raced with the king into the marshland, to see which of us should take it first.  

The king himself shot the arrow, and startled the dark rhinoceros. 

與王趨夢兮，課後先。 

君王親發兮，憚青兕。111 

 

This suggests that the notion, preserved in Shiji, of chapter 9 as a composition by Qu Yuan (as 

opposed to for Qu Yuan) likely reflects an earlier reading that predates Zhangju. According to 

this earlier reading, the two “Summons” are produced by a minister performing funerary rites for 

his king. It is possible that traces of this reading are preserved even among the Zhangju 

commentaries. The preface to chapter 10, for instance, mentions Qu Yuan “exalting the virtue of 

                                                
110 Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 222-23. For the royal nature of chapter 10, see pp. 232-

33. 

111 “Zhao hun,” Chuci buzhu, 9.213-4. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the 

South, 229-30. 
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[Kings] Huai and Xiang” 崇懷襄之德.112 

Despite the glaring inconsistency between what appears to be a more straightforward 

interpretation of the text and the interpretation dictated by the Zhangju commentaries, a close 

reading suggests that the primary motivation of the Zhangju commentators is in fact consistent: 

they seek to unseat the kingly figures from the position of the laudandus and replace them with 

Qu Yuan. Attributing chapters 9 and 10 to the disciple-like figures, whether Song Yu or Jing 

Cuo, renders Qu Yuan the master commemorated by his disciples. Once this motivation is 

recognized, the “misreading” by Zhangju commentaries would appear to be intentional. Indeed, 

as the citations immediately above reveal, the Zhangju commentaries are not oblivious to the 

royal references in chapters 9 and 10, nor would it be easy to overlook the explicit and repeated 

naming of a king (wang 王) in the coda of chapter 9. And yet, Zhangju goes to great lengths to 

insert Qu Yuan into the laudandus position. The royal hunt is explained as the poet reminiscing, 

during his exile, of the times when he accompanied his king on such excursions.113  

The Zhangju preface to chapter 10, as already alluded to, offers an even more elaborate 

and circuitous explanation. It evidently feels beholden to the existing attribution to Qu Yuan and 

cannot fully commit to reading this piece as a poem by Jing Cuo. The solution it offers 

essentially suggests that even if Qu Yuan were the composer of this poem, it would still be a 

                                                
112 Chuci buzhu, 10.216. Scholars such as Tang Bingzheng read “Zhao hun” as Qu Yuan 

elegizing his deceased king; see Chuci jijiao jishi, vol. 4, 2130. 

113 “[Qu Yuan wrote this] so as to state that he had once accompanied his lord to a hunt, but 

now that he was in exile, he lamented [his situation] and pitied himself” 以⾔嘗侍從君

獵，今乃放逐，歎⽽⾃傷閔也; Chuci buzhu, 9.214. 
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poem for Qu Yuan, for it was a troubled Qu Yuan attempting to gather his own “dispersed hun 

魂 and po 魄 souls” (see below). His praise of the kings and the lands of Chu is aimed at 

articulating his own intent and serves the purpose of collecting his own spirits.114 Such a 

practice of self-elegization again places Qu Yuan in the laudandus position, while still allowing 

the commentators to acknowledge the royal references. 

The elevation of Qu Yuan to the position of laudandus is not only advocated by the 

Zhangju commentaries, it is also woven into the “main text” of chapter 9. Its opening section, 

which I refer to as the “prologue,” is strikingly different from the remaining sections of chapter 

9. While it deviates from the language and content of the “Summons” genre in general, it bears 

great resemblance to the poems attributed to Qu Yuan (see the synopsis below). While Hawkes 

sees this prologue as an “unconnected fragment” that has “absolutely nothing to do with what 

follows,”115 I suggest that it was purposefully inserted so as to reframe the main text of chapter 

                                                
114 The Zhangju preface to chapter 10 states that “after Qu Yuan was in exile for nine years, 

his worried thoughts were in disarray, his essence and spirits dissipating and about to 

detach from his frame. Fearing that his life was about to come to an end, leaving his 

undertaking unaccomplished, he fervently performed a great summon of his souls. 

Buoyantly he praised the enjoyments of Chu, exalting the virtue of [King] Huai and 

[King] Xiang...so as to indirectly remonstrate [with them] and convey his own intention” 

屈原放流九年，憂恖煩亂，精神越散，與形離別，恐命將終，所⾏不遂，故憤然⼤

招其魂, 盛稱楚國之樂，崇懷、襄之德…因以⾵諫，達⼰之志也; Chuci buzhu, 

10.216.  

115 Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 222. 
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9. Through echoing the poems associated with Qu Yuan, most prominently “Li sao,” this 

prologue installs the arch-poet as the addressee of the ritual invocations: 

 

When I was young, I was pure and spotless; 

My body was imbued with unfailing righteousness  

As I upheld this abundant virtue,  

I became entangled in the world’s affairs and have grown sullied with neglect. 

The sovereign cannot register this abundant virtue, 

So that I have long been unfortunate and full of bitter sorrow. 

The High God116 said to Wu Yang: 

“There is a man below whom I would like to help: 

His hun and po souls are dispersed. Make a divination for him.” 

Wu Yang replied: “I am in charge of dreams.117 The High God’s bidding is hard 

to follow.”  

[The High God said:] 118 “You must divine for him. I fear that if you decline any 

longer, it will be too late.” 

                                                
116 While Hawkes translates di 帝 as “Lord God,” I opt for “High God” to avoid the 

unintended Christian connotation. 

117 Adopting Wen Yiduo’s reading; see Chuci jijiao jishi, vol. 4, 2136-8. 

118 Following the reading of commentators such as Wen Yiduo and Tang Bingzheng, who 

judge this line to be the speech of the High God; ibid. 
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Wu Yang thereupon went down and summoned the soul, saying: 119  

朕幼清以廉潔兮，⾝服義⽽未沫。 

主此盛德兮，牽於俗⽽蕪穢。120 

上無所考此盛德兮，⾧離殃⽽愁苦。 

帝告巫陽⽈： 

有⼈在下，我欲輔之。 

魂魄離散，汝筮予之。121 

巫陽對⽈：掌夢。上帝其命難從。 

[帝⽈：]若必筮予之，恐後之謝，不能復⽤。 

巫陽焉乃下招⽈：122 

 

Much of this passage exhibits textual problems and is likely corrupt, but in what remains legible, 

the ghostly subject to be rescued bears close resemblance to the protagonist of the core chapters. 

                                                
119 The punctuation of the last two lines is based on Wang Niansun’s 王念孫 (1744-1832) 

reading; see the modern editors’ note in Chuci buzhu, 9.198. 

120 Zhu Xi and Wen Yiduo both suspect that one or several characters are omitted before zhu 

主; see Chuci jijiao jishi, vol. 4, 2131. 

121 Many commentators read yu 予 as the act of making the soul return to Qu Yuan’s body; 

see ibid., vol. 4, 2134-35. 

122 “Zhao hun,” Chuci buzhu, 9.197-98. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the 

South, 223-24. 
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Most of the key phrases in this prologue, as the following synopsis shows, echo both the 

protagonist’s self-description and characterizations of Qu Yuan during the Han period.  

 
Synopsis: The “Zhao hun” Prologue and Related Descriptions of Qu Yuan 

(similar phrases are underlined) 
“Zhao hun” prologue 朕幼清以廉潔兮，⾝服義⽽未沫 / 主此盛德兮，牽於俗⽽蕪穢 /上

無所考此盛德兮，⾧離殃⽽愁苦 / 帝告巫陽⽈：有⼈在下，我欲輔
之 / 魂魄離散，汝筮予之。 

Chapter 1 “Li sao” 朕皇考⽈伯庸…皇覽揆余初度兮…哀衆芳之蕪穢…⾮世俗之所服…
進不⼊以離尤兮…夫孰⾮義⽽可⽤兮，孰⾮善⽽可服…芬⾄今猶未
沫 

Chapter 6 “Bu ju” and 
chapter 7 “Yufu”  

寧廉潔正直，以⾃清乎…誰知吾之廉貞(chapter 6); 舉世皆濁我獨
清… 安能以皓皓之⽩，⽽蒙世俗之塵埃乎(chapter 7) 

Qu Yuan biography 
in Shiji, with the early 
eulogy attributed to 
Liu An 

離騷者, 猶離憂也…屈平正道直⾏，竭忠盡智以事其君…屈平之作離
騷，蓋⾃怨⽣也… 其⽂約，其辭微，其志絜，其⾏廉…其志絜，故
其稱物芳。其⾏廉，故死⽽不容⾃疏。濯淖汙泥之中，蟬蛻於濁
穢，以浮游塵埃之外，不獲世之滋垢，皭然泥⽽不滓者也。 

Zhangju Preface to 
“Li sao”  

離，別也。騷，愁也。⾔⼰放逐離別，中⼼愁思…以⾃證明，終不
⾒省。不忍以清⽩久居濁世。 

Wang Yi’s postscript 
to “Li sao”  

⽽屈原履忠被譖，憂悲愁思…今若屈原，膺忠貞之質，體清潔之
性… 

Zhangju preface to 
“Zhao hun”  

宋⽟憐哀屈原，忠⽽斥棄，愁懣⼭澤，魂魄放佚，厥命將落。故作
招魂。 

 

 
In addition to the overlap in vocabulary, the narrative content of all of these passages is very 

similar. Recurrent is the motif of a restless and aggrieved protagonist appealing to a diviner for 

directions, as seen in “Li sao” as well as in chapters 4 and 6. The implication of the similarity 

among these passages will be further unpacked in Subsection III.5. 

If this prologue can be read as a paratextual device framing the text proper of chapter 9, 

its prescription has been heeded. The Zhangju preface clearly takes on this reading, for it 

identifies the “dispersed hun and po souls” (hun po li san 魂魄離散) as those of Qu Yuan. The 

eighth-century commentators of Wenxuan ⽂選 (Selections of Refined Literature), the so-called 
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“Five Officials” (wuchen 五⾂), similarly identify the “I” voice of the prologue as that of Qu 

Yuan.123 Possibly owing to the presence of this passage, Hong Xingzu concurs with the 

interpretation of the Zhangju commentaries in chapter 9, even though he objects to the same 

interpretative strategy in chapter 10.124  

In summary, the palimpsests of readings reconstructed here suggest a period of transition: 

in lieu of Qu Yuan as the author of the “Summons” and the laudator elegizing his beloved king, 

a newly emerged interpretation assigns his followers, such as Song Yu and Jing Cuo, the role of 

laudator so that they can invocate Qu Yuan, now the laudandus. 

 

III.3 Disciples Personifying Compilers 

Further supporting this reading is the identity of the laudatores chosen by Zhangju. Not only are 

Song Yu and Jing Cuo the followers and even disciples, they also could have functioned as the 

embodiment of the compilers. As the younger contemporaries of Qu Yuan, these two Warring 

States figures stand in between the arch-poet and the remaining authors included in this 

anthology, all of whom date to the Han period. Sources on these two shadowy figures do not 

predate the Han period, nor do they furnish many additional features beyond their identities as 

the putative authors of fu and followers of Qu Yuan.125 Jing Cuo especially is known in the 

                                                
123 Chuci buzhu, 9.197. 

124 Hong, for instance, suggests that the evocation of the royal hunt in chapter 9 serves to 

entice the return of Qu Yuan’s soul; see Chuci buzhu, 9.213. 

125 Kern, “Early Chinese Literature,” 76. 
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received sources only as an alternative author of chapter 10, i.e., an alternative to Qu Yuan.126 In 

other words, the supposed individual identities of these two figures are inextricably entangled 

with Qu Yuan and his corpus. They are thus never fully separable from the textual production 

process embodied by Qu Yuan; nor are they, as the arch-poet’s earliest eulogists and zhuan 

(commentary) authors, from its reception. Their ambiguous positioning between production and 

reception mirrors that of the compilers and commentators who sought to finalize an otherwise 

open and evolving text.127 Were their wish to close a corpus realized—such as in the case of 

Wang Yi and Chuci, at least to a large degree—these compilers would simultaneously occupy 

the final stage of textual “production” and the beginning of “reception.” 

While Song Yu and Jing Cuo might have personified the compilers, the circle of Liu An, 

associated with the authorship of chapter 12, is known for its textual compilations. The Huainan 

court, represented by Liu An, is recorded as the first known compiler of the Chuci, in addition to 

                                                
126 Aside from the Chuci pieces and fu attributed to him, Song Yu is briefly mentioned in 

Shiji 84 and Hanshu 28 and 30, all in contexts where Qu Yuan is discussed. There are 

three additional anecdotes featuring dialogues between Song Yu and King Xiang of Chu 

楚襄王 (r. 298-263 BCE) or King Wei of Chu 楚威王 (r. 339-329) found in Hanshi 

waizhuan 韓詩外傳 and Xinxu 新序, one of which has two versions. Jing Cuo is only 

briefly mentioned in Shiji as one of the followers of Qu Yuan. The last name Jing 景, 

according to the Zhangju preface to “Li sao,” is one of the three important clan names of 

Chu, along with Zhao 昭 and Qu 屈; see Chuci buzhu, 1.3. 

127 As discussed, Tang Bingzheng in fact sees Song Yu as a compiler; see Tang, “Chuci 

bianzuanzhe jiqi chengshu niandai de tansuo,” 52. 
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other sizable compilation projects.128 According to Tang Bingzheng’s reconstruction, chapter 12 

was likely the only “Summons” included in one of the earliest redactions, possibly the one 

produced in Liu An’s circle. In that version, chapter 12 would be placed immediately after 

chapter 7, as the final piece of the compilation. 

 

III.4 The “Summons” as Additional Terminus Markers 

In the older Chuci shiwen sequencing, the three “Summons” appear to be scattered at random. 

Tang Bingzheng, however, brilliantly recognizes a pattern.129 He points out that the “Summons” 

chapters are closely tied to the chapters attributed to the three known compilers of Chuci, Liu 

An, Liu Xiang, and Wang Yi. Tang’s reconstruction is partly based on the assumption that 

compilers would place their own writings at the very end. While there is evidence to support this 

supposition,130 we should take it with a grain of salt, especially since research on early Chinese 

textual practices is still in its early stage. But under this premise, the seemingly disorderly 

chapter sequence of Chuci shiwen can be explained as the end result of stages of re-compilations, 

                                                
128 Harold D. Roth, “Who Compiled the Chuang Tzu?,” in Chinese Texts and Philosophical 

Contexts: Essays Dedicated to Angus C. Graham, ed. Henry J. Rosemont (La Salle: Open 

Court, 1991), 79-128; Queen and Puett, The Huainanzi and Textual Production. 

129 Tang, “Chuci bianzuanzhe jiqi chengshu niandai de tansuo.” This reconstruction is largely 

adopted by Hawkes; see The Songs of the South, 222. 

130 Most evident are the prefatory writings located at the end of large compilations, such as in 

Lüshi chunqiu 呂⽒春秋 (complex chapter sequence issues not withstanding), 

Huainanzi, Shiji, and Xunzi 荀⼦. 
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with the chapters attributed to the compilers marking the end of the Chuci corpus at each given 

stage (Table 1).131  

Tang’s hypothesis, if it stands, would also lend support to my interpretation of the role 

performed by the “Summons” chapters. For in this case, there is always one—and only 

one—”Summons” poem introduced at each round of recompilation. This is especially striking 

given how different the “Summons” chapters are in form, content, and language from the 

remaining chapters.132 Tang’s analysis corroborates the possibility that these dirge-like pieces 

were introduced as terminus markers. Similar to other forms of paratexts, they reflect the 

attempts to mark the boundary of a compilation or a textual unit, just like the Qu Yuan anecdotes 

of chapters 6-7 that follow the core chapters.  

 

III.5 The Task of the Undertaker and the Task of the Compiler 

If Song Yu, Jing Cuo, and Liu An are all simultaneously elegists and compilers in service of Qu 

Yuan’s physical and textual bodies, this final subsection seeks to explicate the intimate 

connection between the act of mourning and the act of text-making. Both processes, I suggest, 

are concerned with the repackaging of a corpus, literal or literary. This repackaging not only 

contains and delimits the body, it also creates a hierarchized ancestral figure to be emulated by 

its descendants, either in deeds or words. Such a conceptual parallel between funerary ritual and 

textual compilation is traceable among early Chinese writings and can further explain the 

paratextual functions of these threnodic pieces within the context of the Chuci compilation.  

                                                
131 While Table 1 diagrams three stages, Tang Bingzheng in fact proposes five. 

132 Walker, “Toward a Formal History of the ‘Chuci’,” 129-31. 
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The entanglement between funerary rites and the act of compiling might have been 

present from the beginning of the formation process of Chuci, for Han sources attribute the 

creation and transmission of the Chuci to the mourning for Qu Yuan. Ban Gu’s “Li sao zan xu” 

離騷贊序 (A Panegyric Preface to “Li sao”), for instance, states that “the verses (ci 辭) of [Qu 

Yuan] became what many worthies mourned and grieved over. Therefore they are transmitted to 

posterity” 其辭爲眾賢所悼悲，故傳於後.133 A number of chapter prefaces in Zhangju echo 

this sentiment. The earliest known piece of writing about Qu Yuan is already a dirge, i.e., a fu 賦 

presented by Shiji as a threnody by the early Han writer Jia Yi 賈誼 (200 - 168 BCE).134 These 

sources further contextualize the attempt by the Zhangju commentaries to install Qu Yuan in the 

position of the laudandus.135 

Chapter 19 of Xunzi 荀⼦, “Li lun” 禮論 (Discourse on Ritual), a Confucian 

                                                
133 Emphasis mine; see Chuci buzhu, 1.51. Such strong association with mourning might have 

something to do with Qu Yuan’s role in the later Duanwu 端午 folk festival, see 

Schneider, A Madman of Chʼu, 125-57; Ian D. Chapman, “Carnival Canons: Calendars, 

Genealogy, and the Search for Ritual Cohesion in Medieval China” (Ph.D. diss., Princeton 

Univ., 2007), 71-77. 

134 Shiji, 84.2492-95. 

135 For a historically attested anthologization that performed the function of mourning, see 

Ding Xiang Warner, “Anthology as Monument” (paper presented at “Philology and the 

Study of Classical Chinese Literature: An International Symposium on the Future of 

Sinology in the 21st Century. A Conference in Honor of the 70th Birthday of Professor 

Paul W. Kroll,” Univ. of Colorado at Boulder, April 20, 2018).  
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rationalization of inherited ritual prescriptions, sheds light on the functional parallel between 

funerary rites and textual compiling. I will first explicate its theorization of burial rites, before 

identifying its correspondence in the conception of compilation.  

What is a funeral for? The Xunzi chapter characterizes its function as “putting in order 

life and death” 治⽣死者也.136 As Michael Puett has elucidated, ritual “orders” in that it 

bridges the chasm between two otherwise bifurcated spheres, in this case between the natural 

sphere of raw materials, and the manmade sphere of order and beauty:137  

 

Nature is the root and the beginning, the raw material and original constitution. Artifice is 

the form and principle of order, its ascendency and culmination. If there were no nature, 

there would be nothing for artifice to improve; if there were no artifice, nature cannot 

beautify itself. 

性者、本始材朴也；偽者、⽂理隆盛也。無性則偽之無所加，無偽則性不能⾃美。

138  

 

In other words, the sphere of order and pattern is by default artificial (wei 偽), while the sphere 

of “nature” (xing 性), without human exertion, does not possess beauty. It is through ritual that 

                                                
136 Wang Xianqian 王先謙 (1842-1917), Xunzi jijie 荀⼦集解 (Zhonghua shuju: Beijing, 

1988), 19.358. 

137 Puett, The Ambivalence of Creation, 64-73. 

138 Wang, Xunzi jijie, 19.366. Translation adapted from John Knoblock, Xunzi: A Translation 

and Study of the Complete Works (Stanford: Stanford Univ. Press, 1988), vol. 3, 66. 
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these two spheres are brought together. 

More concretely, funerary rites “put in order life and death” in the following ways. First 

of all, death rituals demarcate the boundary between life and death. Ritual is said to be “sedulous 

in matters of auspicious and inauspicious signs to keep them from affecting each other” 禮者，

謹於吉凶不相厭者也.139 The ensuing discussion clarifies that the “auspicious” and the 

“inauspicious” refer to life and death respectively, and that funerary ritual has the function of 

disambiguating them. It interprets the initial steps of burial procedures—such as detecting the 

patient’s breath with silk floss and waiting for three days to put on mourning clothes140—as ways 

of ascertaining the patient’s death. The incantation practice behind the “Summons” texts is also 

said to have served the function of ensuring that the deceased is in fact dead.141 These steps 

allow the “services that sustain life” (chisheng zhi shi 持⽣之事142) to be terminated with 

certainty and the mourning process to commence.143 

Secondly, ritual transforms the deceased from a decomposing horror into a beautified and 

composed object. “Hence, the way of the dead is that if [the corpse] is not adorned, it becomes 

hideous, and if it is hideous, no grief is felt … (if) one shows neither grief nor respect, then one 

                                                
139 Wang, Xunzi jijie, 19.361. Translation adapted from Knoblock, Xunzi, vol. 3, 64. 

140 See Wang, Xunzi jijie, 19.361. 

141 Brown, The Politics of Mourning, 11. 

142 Wang, Xunzi jijie, 19.361. 

143 This passage speaks against what must have been a competing interpretation, which saw 

such a lengthy ritual procedure as an attempt to detain the dead in the sphere of the living; 

see ibid., 19.362. 
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has conducted oneself as a beast would” 故死之為道也，不飾則惡，惡則不哀….不哀不敬，

則嫌於禽獸矣.144 The concealment and transformation that take place through burial rites are 

the sine qua non of an orderly human realm, in contrast to the realm of beasts.  

Finally, what completes this ritual transformation is the substitution of the corpse with a 

new subjectivity, an ancestor bearing the ancestral name.145 Along with the interment that hides 

the corpse and the sacrificial offering that serves the spirit, “the inscription, eulogy, and 

genealogical record reverently transmit its name to posterity” 其銘誄繫世，敬傳其名也.146 

The resulting name of the progenitor is not only what occupies the ancestral tablet, it signifies 

the new identity of an individual, who, in his or her afterlife, can hope to transcend the limitation 

of space and time.147 

The compiler’s task is similarly articulated through a dichotomy between the disorder of 

the raw material and the artificially imposed order. It is encapsulated by the fact that the term 

                                                
144 Ibid.; translation from Knoblock, Xunzi, vol. 3, 68. 

145 For further discussion of ritual’s role in transforming the deceased into ancestors, see 

Michael J. Puett, “The Haunted World of Humanity: Ritual Theory from Early China,” in 

Rethinking the Human, ed. J. Michelle Molina and Donald K. Swearer (Cambridge, Mass.: 

Harvard Center for the Study of World Religions, 2010), 103-6. 

146 Wang, Xunzi jijie, 19.361. Translation adapted from Knoblock, Xunzi, vol. 3, 68. 

147 Cf. Puett, To Become a God, 2002), 41-54. K. E. Brashier, Public Memory in Early China 

(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard Univ. Asia Center, 2014) can be read as an extensive 

exploration of the social functions of ancestral names. For discussions specific to funerary 

rituals, see, for instance, pp. 221-49, 268-84, 297-303. 
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“ordering” (zhi 治) refers to both the task of ritual and the work of a compiler.148 Early imperial 

texts tend to describe the inherited textual materials as chaotic, employing terms such as 

“dispersed” (san 散), “remnants” (yi 遺) or “wayward” (guai 乖). For instance, the opening of 

Wang Yi’s postscript to “Li sao,” echoing the beginning of “Yiwenzhi,” states that on the day of 

Confucius’ death (linzhong zhi ri 臨終之⽇), “his great meaning became wayward and his 

subtle words died off” ⼤義乖⽽微⾔絕.149 Wang Yi moreover describes Qu Yuan in terms of 

“substance” and material, such as in “[Qu Yuan] internalized the substance of fidelity and 

chastity, and embodied the nature of purity and spotlessness” 膺忠貞之質，體清潔之性.150 

This conceptual parallel begins to explain the similarity in language between the prologue 

of chapter 9 and Han period writings on Qu Yuan, as laid out in the synopsis above. If the 

diviner and the high god are in charge of rescuing a being from filth and disintegration, similar 

language is used to describe a compiler’s responsibility for salvaging a text from fragmentation, 

obscurity, or even defamation. This is exemplified by a subtle yet crucial difference between 

Wang Yi’s definition of his role and the early eulogy of “Li sao” in Shiji, as cited in the opening 

of the present essay. According to Michael Schimmelpfennig, the early eulogy’s pronouncement 

                                                
148 Susan Cherniack, “Book Culture and Textual Transmission in Sung China,” Harvard 

Journal of Asiatic Studies 54 (1994): 11. 

149 Cf. “In the past, when Zhongni [Confucius] perished, his subtle words died off; when the 

seventy masters [disciples of Confucius] expired, his great meaning became wayward” 昔

仲尼沒⽽微⾔絕，七⼗⼦喪⽽⼤義乖; see Hanshu, 30.1701.  

150 Emphasis mine. 
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of Qu Yuan’s ascension makes use of terms associated with the attainment of immortality.151 

Notably, this passage accredits the “intention” (zhi 志) of Qu Yuan as the agent that bore him 

aloft. Wang Yi’s postscript, in contrast, does not attribute agency to the author's intent. In fact, 

the author’s “great meaning” (dayi ⼤義) faces the threat of “becoming wayward” (guai) and 

“extinction” (jue 絕) as soon as the author dies.  

Rather than the author’s intention, it is the compiler who wields the heroic power to 

impose beauty and order. Wang Yi praises Liu An’s commentary on “Li sao” as part of the effort 

to “expand the precepts of the Way” (huikuo daoxun 恢廓道訓) during the reign of Emperor 

Wu. It is on account of Liu An’s redaction and commentary, states Wang Yi, that the “great 

meaning” of Qu Yuan’s poems was again “radiant” (dayi canran ⼤義燦然). If the prologue of 

chapter 9 conjures up an image of a Qu Yuan-like figure sunken in mud, Wang’s own redaction, 

not unlike the diviner or even the high god, is charged with its rescue. Echoing the vocabulary 

employed in the prologue, Wang Yi accuses Ban Gu of “diminishing [Qu Yuan’s] purity and 

pristine nature” 損其清潔者也.152 His own compilation and commentary is to cleanse Qu 

Yuan’s corpus of the tarnish of censures and misunderstanding, such as Ban Gu’s criticism of the 

poet’s suicide.153  

                                                
151 Schimmelpfennig, “The Quest for a Classic,” 121. 

152 Chuci buzhu, 1.47-49. 

153 Qu Yuan’s suicide became a topic of debate among Han writers, possibly already in the 

piece attributed to Jia Yi and Sima Qian’s biography, but certainly with subsequent writers 

such as Ban Gu and Yiang Xiong; see Schimmelpfennig, “The Quest for a Classic.” For 

further contextualization, see Timothy Wai Keung Chan, Considering the End: Mortality 
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How Wang Yi might have sought to impose order can also be analyzed in terms similar 

to the theorization of funerary rituals in Xunzi. Just as ritual instates a clear boundary between 

life and afterlife, the creation of the Chuci zhangju compilation disambiguates Qu Yuan’s core 

text from its reception or imitation. The paratextual chapters, along with the commentary writing, 

adjudicate which texts ought to be regarded as Qu Yuan’s work produced during his lifetime, 

insulating them from the texts generated during his “afterlife.” While a burial finalizes the end of 

life, the Zhangju compilers sought to pronounce the end of a textual tradition that until then had 

been an open, growing, and “living” process. 

The creation of a stabilized core text is furthermore tied to the order-making of an 

authorial body. The Zhangju prefaces connect imagined scenarios in Qu Yuan’s life to the Chuci 

poems, such as chapter 1 as an account of Qu Yuan’s birth and chapter 3 as Qu Yuan’s reactions 

to murals in a Chu temple. This reading strategy allows the commentaries to rationalize how 

poems as different as “Li sao” and “Tianwen” can be the work of one poet. It transforms a 

heterogeneous set of materials into a single body of works by utilizing the body authorial as a 

unitary and unifying principle.  

The unity Chuci zhangju endeavors to impose is not only interpretative, but also moral 

and ideological. The commentaries reflect an attempt, as Timothy Chan states, to incorporate the 

Chuci material into the “Confucian orthodoxy.”154 Exuding a logic strongly reminiscent of “Li 

                                                
in Early Medieval Chinese Poetic Representation (Leiden: Brill, 2012).  

154 Chan, Considering the End, 38. Owen points out that the text of “Li sao” already reflects 

the imposition of political and moral discourses associated with the Central Plain; see 

Owen, “Reading the Li sao,” 4-7. 
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lun” in Xunzi, Wang Yi states in his two postscripts that he hopes to “once more, based on what I 

know and understand, compare the old sections and conjoin them with the classics and 

commentaries” 復以所識所知，稽之舊章，合之經傳.155 To realize this aim, the postscript of 

chapter 1 ends with a series of quotations from “Li sao” that are paired (he 合) with quotations 

from the Shijing, the canonized Confucian classic. This search for alignment with the ideological 

center is mirrored by the formulaic structure of the “Summons” genre. As Owen points out, 

whereas the majority of Chuci poems are centrifugal, where the protagonist roams to every 

direction, the “Summons” are centripetal, calling for a nostos to the civilized habitat at the center 

of the cosmos.156  

Just as rituals are presented as the beautification of a corpse that is otherwise repulsive, 

Wang Yi’s Confucianizing reading glosses over elements perceived to be disorderly, wayward, 

or even threatening, but are nevertheless intrinsic to the Chuci material. The preface to chapter 2, 

“Jiu ge,” for instance, characterizes its source as “ugly and vulgar” (bi lou 鄙陋).157 The 

postscript to chapter 3, “Tianwen,” describes its content as “not in sequence, and it is moreover 

heavy in oddities and strange matters” ⽂義不次，又多奇怪之事.158 As the prologue to 

chapter 9 and the early eulogy signal, thinly veiled by the discourse of luminary immortality is 

the unsettling image of a drowned body “down below” (zai xia 在下), “sinking in sordid mud” 

濯淖汙泥之中 and “growing sullied with neglect” (wuhui 蕪穢). 

                                                
155 Chuci buzhu, 1.48; translation adapted from Chan, Considering the End, 16. 

156 Owen, “Reading the Li sao,” 39. 

157 Chuci buzhu, 2.55. 

158 Ibid., 3.118. 
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Finally, funerary ritual and the act of compilation create the same product: a revered 

ancestral name. While funerary rites “transmit [the deceased’s] name to posterity,” Wang Yi’s 

postscript ends with a celebratory description of Qu Yuan’s literary afterlife. Explicitly 

articulated here is the immortalization of “Qu Yuan” as the name of both an author and an 

ancestor. 

 

Since his passing, no renowned classicists and thoroughly erudite gentlemen 

would not in their verse compositions imitate him as a model and emulate him as 

an ancestral archetype … His name will pass down without limit, forever 

indelible.  

終沒以來，名儒博達之⼠著造詞賦，莫不擬則其儀表，祖式其模範 … 名垂

罔極，永不刊滅者矣. 159 

 

The phrase introducing this passage, “since his passing” (zhongmo yi lai 終沒以來), recalls 

Confucius’ departure at the very beginning of this postscript: linzhong zhi ri 臨終之⽇. This 

structural parallel serves as a reminder of the earlier compilers’ achievement in preserving 

Confucian teachings, by analogy accrediting this glorious vision of Qu Yuan’s afterlife to the 

labor of the Zhangju compilers.  

If burial rites function as a conduit between death and afterlife, the “Summons,” as 

funerary chants, also serve as a transition between Qu Yuan’s core texts and their imitations. As 

the Zhangju commentaries ask the audience to read the “Summons” as elegies addressed to Qu 

                                                
159 Emphasis mine; Chuci buzhu, 1.47-49. 
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Yuan, in the next section we turn to the literary descendants who dutifully perform the emulation 

of the newly packaged ancestor.  

 

IV. “Emulating Him as an Ancestral Archetype” 祖式其模範 

Chapters 11 and 13-17, the remaining pieces outside of the core and paratextual chapters, tend to 

be regarded as pedantic and derivative, and have received far less scholarly attention.160 In this 

section, I focus on identifying features that are unique to “imitation” as a textual practice. 

Genette describes the activity of literary reception as the composition of “a text derived from 

another preexistent text … through a process… [called] transformation.”161 In the context of 

early China, the word “preexistent” becomes operative, for it cannot be presumed. As Owen has 

pointed out, since the model of intertextuality and reception presumes a relationship between 

texts as existing entities, it is not necessarily applicable to every context.162 

In a non-hierarchized textual circulation, the recycling of textual materials is multi-

directional and more akin to “speaking.” As Owen describes, 

 

A poet did not need to think of any particular prior case because he had read or 

heard many poems “of the same kind” and knew many lines that followed a 

                                                
160 See, for instance, Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 282. 

161 In Genette’s terminology, such texts are referred to as hypertext; see Gérard Genette, 

Palimpsests: Literature in the Second Degree, tr. Channa Newman and Claude Doubinsky 

(Lincoln: Univ. of Nebraska Press, 1997), 5. 

162 Stephen Owen, The Making of Early Chinese Classical Poetry, 15. 
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certain pattern. As in language acquisition itself, the multiplication of particular 

utterances leads to language as a virtual set of possibilities, rules, and habits.163  

 

In its earlier history, composing in the Chuci tradition must have resembled “speaking” a literary 

language, employing a specialized set of words, phrases, structures, and tropes. This multi-

directional textual sharing results in the ambiguity of both dating and intertextual relations. Of 

the lines shared by chapter 1, “Li sao,” and chapter 2, “Jiu ge,” for instance, it is not due to a loss 

of information that we do not know whether chapter 1 is citing chapter 2, or vice-versa.164 It is 

precisely that their producers were not yet interested in establishing such a unidirectional 

hierarchy. As they shared materials with each other, both texts still grew and evolved.  

The establishment of a text’s “pre-existence” is in fact the hierarchized status paratexts 

seek to instate. Once the status of preexistence is acknowledged, the act of imitation becomes 

unidirectional.165 Reception and imitation are thus a different type of activity from the textual 

                                                
163 Ibid., 16. 

164 While “Li sao” is traditionally presumed to be the earliest piece, Kern demonstrates it is 

just as likely—if not more so—a later compendium combining existing Chuci tropes. See 

Martin Kern, “Is the ‘Lisao’ Actually One Poem? Observations on Structure and 

Intertext,” paper presented at “Philology and the Study of Classical Chinese Literature: An 

International Symposium on the Future of Sinology in the 21st Century in Honor of Paul 

W. Kroll,” Boulder, April 20, 2018. 

165 The initial creation of the archetypal source text often involves the act of citation and 

imitation. The imitators usually employ the rhetoric of emulating something preexistent, 
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sharing of “pre-ception”166 and are premised upon the packaging and hierarchization of the 

source text. I therefore reserve the term “imitation” for texts that meet the following criteria, 

while referring to textual repetitions among non-hierarchized texts as “textual reuse”: they 

acknowledge <1> the preexistent and privileged position of the source text, and <2> the source 

text as a stabilized and unique selection and arrangement of words. In contrast to repeating 

commonly shared formulaic phrases, imitation has to repeat what is uniquely associated with the 

source text in order to successfully identify it and refer to it. 

Within the Chuci compilation, the core chapters generally lack these features,167 despite 

the high frequency of textual repetition among themselves168; four of the six remaining chapters 

exhibit feature <1>, namely chapter 14, “Ai shi ming” 哀時命 (Alas That My Lot Was Not 

Cast), chapter 15, “Jiu huai” 九懷 (Nine Regrets), chapter 16, “Jiu tan” 九歎 (Nine Laments), 

and chapter 17, “Jiu si” 九思 (Nine Longings). Unlike the core chapters, these four chapters 

mention the author name “Qu Yuan” or his signature text, “Li sao,” indicating a recognition of 

                                                
even if the creation of the “original” is through the performance of reception. 

166 Joshua T. Katz, “Etymological ‘Alterity’: Depths and Heights,” in Deep Classics: 

Rethinking Classical Reception, ed. Shane Butler (London: Bloomsbury, 2016), 112. 

167 Though Owen points to the mentioning of Qu Yuan’s ancestor, Gaoyang 高陽, in chapter 

5, “Yuan you,” as a possible implicit acknowledgment of the preexistence of a text like 

“Li sao” (private discussion). 

168 Walker’s indexing shows that the core chapters’ rate of textual repetition is significantly 

higher than the remaining chapters; Walker, “Toward a Formal History of the ‘Chuci’,” 

133.  
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the arch-author and “his” text as the preexistent source.169 The only other chapters that mention 

the name Qu Yuan are, once again, the two narrative pieces, or chapters 6-7. 

Of the remaining two chapters that do not explicitly acknowledge Qu Yuan, chapter 13, 

“Qi jian” 七諫 (Seven Remonstrances), contains more subtle references to the source text and 

its author figure. This chapter, a suite of poems attributed to the Western Han writer Dongfang 

Shuo 東⽅朔 (fl. 140-130 BCE), does not name “Qu Yuan” but repeatedly mentions Qu Yuan’s 

home state, Chu 楚, which is never named within the core chapters.170 It also contains 

                                                
169 Qu Yuan is referred to as “Quzi” 屈⼦ (Master Qu) in Chuci buzhu, 15.275 and 17.321, 

and as “Qu Yuan” in 14.265. The treatment of Qu Yuan in chapter 16 will be discussed in 

detail below. In chapters 14 and 15, Qu Yuan is mentioned alongside Wu Zixu 伍⼦胥, 

which upon first sight seems to treat Qu Yuan as just another character of the southern 

narratives. My dissertation shows that the induction of an individual into a stock list of 

suffering figures (which often features Wu Zixu) might have been a common trope in the 

making of author figures; see Du, “The Author’s Two Bodies,” 460-61. See also the 

intimate connection between authorship and suffering as observed by, for instance, Kern, 

“The ‘Masters’ in the Shiji.” 

170 References to the Chu state also occur in chapters 16 and 17. The only references to Chu 

outside of the imitation chapters are in chapter 10, “Da zhao,” which Hawkes considers a 

“peculiarity.” He observes that chapter 9, “Zhao hun,” makes no reference to Chu, because 

the “king does not need to be reminded that he is a king of Chu, and products, unless their 

country of origin is specified, are naturally assumed to be of local make”; see Hawkes, 

The Songs of the South, 232. Chapter 10 is likely among the last group of texts to have 
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references to key figures, terms, or even chapter titles from the core chapters, such as Nüxu ⼥

嬃, the shaman mentioned in “Li sao.”171 Chapter 4, “Jiu zhang,” also a suite of poems, appears 

to be an important source text for chapter 13. The latter makes references to the orange tree in 

chapter 4172 as well as the poem titles “She jiang” 涉江 (Crossing the River)173 and “Huai sha” 

懷沙.174 Despite the prevalence of textual reuse in Chuci, these phrases are nearly unique to 

chapters 4 and 13. Except for the one occurrence of the title “She jiang” in the paratextual 

chapter 9,175 none of them are to be found anywhere else. The repetition of the unique word 

choices of chapter 4 exhibits both <1> the acknowledgement of titles of the source texts and <2> 

references to a unique and stabilized selection of words.  

                                                
been introduced into the Chuci corpus (Table 1). It is thus likely composed not only with 

the awareness of texts like “Zhao hun” but also with the notion of such texts as part of a 

corpus named The Verses of Chu. For the unique appearances of other terms associated 

with Chu in chapter 16, see John O’Leary, “Remarks on ‘Jiu tan’ and the Early Reception 

History of the Chuci,” paper presented at the Chuci Workshop at Yale Univ., May 19, 

2019. 

171 “Li sao,” Chuci buzhu, 1.18, and “Qi jian,” 13.251.  

172 “Jiu zhang,” Chuci buzhu, 4.153-55. For references to orange trees in chapter 13, see “Qi 

jian,” Chuci buzhu, 13.237, 250, 257. 

173 “Qi Jian,” Chuci buzhu, 13.251. 

174 Ibid., 13.242. 

175 Interestingly not only as a title, but also as a title of a “new song” (xinge 新歌); see “Zhao 

hun,” Chuci buzhu, 9.209. 
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This leaves chapter 11, “Xi shi” 惜誓 (Sorrow for Troth Betrayed), as the only poem 

outside of the core chapters without any markers of paratext or imitation. 

The features of imitation and reception are most pronounced in chapter 16, “Jiu tan,” a 

suite of poems attributed to the compiler Liu Xiang.176 Attention to this chapter’s features of 

imitation reveals its structures and layers that are otherwise obscured by the prevalence of 

repetitive lines. Hawkes, for instance, reads this piece as a fluid interchange between Qu Yuan’s 

and Liu Xiang’s voices, stating that “Jiu tan” is written “mostly in the persona of Qu Yuan, but 

often Liu Xiang speaks for himself through Qu Yuan’s mouth, and sometimes he drops the mask 

altogether and speaks of Qu Yuan in the third person.”177 The imitation markers in this piece, 

however, suggest that this text ought to be divided into three parts. Only part one, or poems 1-4, 

are written in the voice of the persona Qu Yuan, while part two, or poems 5-8, are in the voice of 

Liu Xiang. The final poem, poem 9, is a grand heavenly journey that seems to return to the voice 

of Qu Yuan.  

Chapter 16 opens by unambiguously introducing Qu Yuan as the speaking persona: 

 

The last scion of Bo Yong’s line, 

The truly faithful-hearted Qu Yuan, 

Thus speaks … 

伊伯庸之末胄兮， 

                                                
176 Hawkes points out that phrases in “Jiu tan” also appear in Liu Xiang’s memorials to the 

throne, see Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 282. 

177 Ibid. 
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諒皇直之屈原。 

云 … 

 

This opening introduces Qu Yuan’s direct speech that ends with poem 4. It moreover contains a 

nearly line-by-line imitation of the bookends of the core chapters, namely the opening of chapter 

1, “Li sao,” as well as the opening of chapter 7, “Yufu,” as the following synopsis shows: 

 

 
1 “Li sao” 
 
Scion of the high lord Gao Yang, 
Bo Yong was my father’s name. 
When Sheti pointed to the first month of the 

year, 
And on the day geng-yin, I descended. 
My father, seeing the aspect of my nativity, 
Traced the omens to give me an auspicious 

name. 
The name he gave me was True Exemplar, 
The title he gave me was Divine Balance.  
帝⾼陽之苗裔兮，朕皇考⽈伯庸。 
攝提貞於孟陬兮，惟庚寅吾以降。 
皇覽揆余初度兮，肇錫余以嘉名。 
名余⽈正則兮，字余⽈靈均。 
 
 
7 “Yufu” 
 
[He] wandered, sometimes along the river’s 

16 “Jiu tan” 
 
The last heir of Bo Yong’s line, 
The truly faithful-hearted Qu Yuan, 
Thus speaks: “Tracing my ancestry from Gao 

Yang, 
I am the kindred of King Huai of Chu. 
At birth, I, Yuan, received my mandate on a holy 

date, 178 
And to exalt my long road was given an 

auspicious name. 
My name and title were to equal … 
伊伯庸之末胄兮，諒皇直之屈原。 
云余肇祖於⾼陽兮，惟楚懷之嬋連。 
原⽣受命於貞節兮，鴻永路有嘉名。 
⿑名字 … 
 
 
 
 
… to sing by marsh’s edge and river’s banks.179 

                                                
178 Following Huang Shouqi’s ⿈壽祺 and Tang Bingzheng’s interpretations, I read zhenjie 

貞節 as the festival days celebrated at regular seasonal intervals.  

179 “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.282. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 

283. 
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banks, sometimes along the marsh’s edge, 
singing as he went. 
遊於江潭，⾏吟澤畔. 

 
 
… 吟澤畔之江濱. 
 
 
 

The rewriting in chapter 16 includes one major change: It explicitly names the speaker as “Qu 

Yuan,” rather than the unrelated names supplied by chapter 1.180 It also firmly establishes the 

relationship between Qu Yuan and the state of the Chu, even mentioning King Huai of Chu by 

name. These references, once again, never occur in the core chapters. Chapter 16 rewrites “Li 

sao” according to the reading prescribed by the historical narratives of chapters 6 and 7. The 

opening passage of chapter 16 is moreover a nutshell not only of Qu Yuan’s vita, but also of the 

core chapters. This nutshell is encapsulated by the line-by-line imitations, underlined in the full 

version below. Elements from nearly every core chapter are incorporated into this opening 

section: 

 

The last heir of Bo Yong’s line, 

The truly faithful-hearted Qu Yuan, 

Thus speaks: “Tracing my ancestry from Gao Yang, 

I am the kindred of King Huai of Chu. 

                                                
180 The second poem of “Jiu tan” contains another couplet that imitates the opening lines of 

“Li sao,” almost as if to offer more concrete origins of the names bestowed upon the 

protagonist in chapter 1: “The cracks [from pyro-osteomancy] produced the name ‘True 

Exemplar,’ while the hexagram gave rise to the courtesy name ‘Divine Balance’ 兆出名

⽈正則兮，卦發字⽈靈均; see Chuci buzhu, 16.286. 
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At birth, I, Yuan, received my mandate on a holy date, 

And to exalt my long road was given an auspicious name. 

My name and title were to equal the earth and sky; 

In brightness I rivaled the stationed stars. 

I sucked pure essences and spewed out earthy humors: 

Cutting against the grain of a perverse world, I did not seek its acceptance. 

For sounding men’s metal without fear or favor 

I was turned out and met with slander. 

My ruler gave ear to falsehood and spurned the truth, 

Rejected my counsels and followed his own bent. 

My proud heart, burning, was choked with rage; 

My high hopes, thwarted, came tumbling down. 

His feckless mind could find no place for me; 

His person freezingly withdrew from me. 

Crestfallen, I took leave of the Fair One, 181 

To sing by marsh’s edge and river’s banks. 

伊伯庸之末胄兮，諒皇直之屈原。 

云余肇祖於⾼陽兮，惟楚懷之嬋連。 

原⽣受命於貞節兮，鴻永路有嘉名。 

                                                
181 Rendered as the “Fair One” by Hawkes (lit. “Lofty Numen”), lingxiu 靈脩 in Chuci 

refers to the ruler or the beloved from whom the protagonist bids farewell. 
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⿑名字於天地兮，並光明於列星。182 

吸精粹⽽吐氛濁兮183，橫邪世⽽不取容。184 

⾏叩誠⽽不阿兮，遂⾒排⽽逢讒。185 

后聽虛⽽黜實兮，不吾理⽽順情。 

腸憤悁⽽含怒兮，志遷蹇⽽左傾。 

                                                
182 Closely echoing chapter 4, “Jiu zhang,” “In longevity I equal heaven and earth, in 

brightness I equal the sun and the moon” 與天地兮同壽，與⽇⽉兮同光; Chuci buzhu, 

4.129. Chapter 2 contains a similar hemistich: “in brightness matching the sun and the 

moon” 與⽇⽉兮⿑光; see 2.58. 

183 This description of breathing is reminiscent of chapter 5, “Yuanyou”: “Feasting on the six 

qi I drank nightly dew … The refined qi entered and crude pollution removed” 餐六氣⽽

飲沆瀣兮 … 精氣⼊⽽粗穢除; see ibid., 5.166. 

184 Possibly echoing chapter 4, “Alone awakened and upright in this world, you stand 

countercurrent rather than going with the flow 蘇世獨⽴，橫⽽不流兮; see ibid., 4.154. 

185 This line is reminiscent of chapter 6, “Though he had taxed his knowledge and strained his 

loyalty to the utmost, his worth has been obscured by slanders” 竭知盡忠，⽽蔽鄣於讒; 

ibid., 6.176. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 204. It expresses a 

recurring sentiment especially prevalent in chapter 4, such as with “Though I had 

exhausted my loyalty and fidelity to serve my lord, I was ostracized like a sore tumor” 竭

忠誠以事君兮，反離群⽽贅肬 or “How is it that the blameless servant I was met with 

slanders and blame?” 何貞⾂之無辠兮，被離謗⽽⾒尤; Chuci buzhu, 4.122, 150. 
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⼼戃慌其不我與兮，躬速速其不吾親。186 

辭靈脩187⽽隕志兮，吟澤畔之江濱.188 

 

Such close imitations at the level of the words as well as the structure of the core chapters 

correspond to feature <2>, recognizing the core chapters as a delimited and stabilized entity. The 

minute changes made in chapter 16 almost seem to acknowledge the differences between an 

open and evolving tradition and a closed and stabilized corpus. The hero of “Li sao” is a “scion” 

(miaoyi 苗裔), a young shoot (miao 苗) with all the potential for growth and transformation. 

The word in the exact matching position in chapter 16 is mozhou 末胄, the “last heir.” While yi 

                                                
186 These three lines similarly express sentiments that pervade chapter 4, such as “My lord 

was in full rage towards me … confused and deceived by falsehood. He did not seek 

corroboration and investigated the truth, but sent me on exile and thought no longer of me 

君含怒⽽待⾂兮 … 虛惑誤又以欺。弗參驗以考實兮，遠遷⾂⽽弗思; see ibid., 

4.150. Cf. the discussion of “Jiu zhang”-style language in chapter 1 in Kern, “Is the 

‘Lisao’ Actually One Poem?” 

187 Taking leave from the “Fair One” alludes to “Li sao”: “Though I did not agonize over this 

parting, I am wounded by the Fair One’s inconstancy” 余既不難夫離別兮，傷靈脩之數

化; see Chuci buzhu, 1.10. 

188 “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.282-283. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the 

South, 283. 
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裔 and zhou 胄 are nearly synonyms, miao 苗 (*mau) and mo 末 (*mât)189 are alliterative 

and semantically similar. If miao refers to a budding young shoot, mo, in its graphic etymology, 

points at the end of a branch. Yet “last heir” (mozhou) reflects the retrospective perspective of an 

imitator viewing a closed text. 

While the first poem introduces the persona of Qu Yuan, the opening of the fifth poem 

introduces a reader of Qu Yuan:  

 

When I read the “Li sao” of Master Qu, 

My heart is heavy with sorrow for him. 

覽屈⽒之離騷兮，⼼哀哀⽽怫鬱.190  

 

The use of the verb lan 覽 unambiguously presents Liu Xiang as a reader of a written text. The 

voices of Qu Yuan and Liu Xiang are further separated by the two repetitions of heavenly 

journeys. The first marks the end of Qu Yuan’s voice, while the second succeeds Liu Xiang’s 

voice as the third and last part of the suite.191 Both ascensions, moreover, conclude with the 

                                                
189 There is moreover an intriguing echoing or even chiasmus among the finals of these four 

words, for the vowels and finals of (miaoyi 苗裔) vs. (mozhou 末胄) is something like 

(*-au *-at) vs. (*-at *-u); Old Chinese reconstructions are from Axel Schuessler, Minimal 

Old Chinese and Later Han Chinese: A Companion to Grammata Serica Recensa 

(Honolulu: Univ. of Hawai’i Press, 2009), 204, 238. 

190 “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.295. 

191 These two journeys are also possibly an imitation of the double journey in “Li sao.” 
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same terminus marker, namely lines following the structure of X sao sao er XX (X 騷騷⽽ 

XX): “but throbbing anxieties would not leave me” (jian saosao er bushi 蹇騷騷⽽不釋)192 in 

poem 4 and “how with throbbing anxiety I am afflicted” (he saosao er zigu 何騷騷⽽⾃故) in 

poem 9.193 The repetition of the reduplication of sao 騷 at these two key junctures, the second 

character of the title “Li sao,” cannot possibly be coincidental. Not only does Liu Xiang’s 

persona makes its first appearance reading “Li sao” 離騷, poems 5-8 also reference the title “Li 

sao” 離騷 three times. Moreover, aside from in this title, the word sao appears only in chapter 

16. At some point, sao would become a generic or stylistic term to designate the Chuci corpus. 

While poems 1-4 and 5-8 of this suite might seem to resemble each other, there are 

systematic differences. Certainly, Liu Xiang’s imitative exercise is to articulate his own suffering 

through Qu Yuan’s narrative and poetic voice: poems 5-8 all contain clues betraying that it is Liu 

Xiang, not Qu Yuan, who is speaking. Three of them—poems 5, 6, and 8—do so by mentioning 

titles of poems from the core chapters. These titles, markers of reception, are never referenced by 

the core chapters, nor by Qu Yuan’s voice in poems 1-4 and 9.194 Poem 7 mentions a figure far 

                                                
192 “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.295; Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 291. 

193 Chuci buzhu, 16.312. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 301. The 

first hemistich, “Would that I could borrow some days to saunter” 聊假⽇以須臾兮 is, 

moreover, a repetition of “borrowing days to seek amusement” 聊假⽇以媮樂, a line 

located at the very end of the second ascension in “Li sao”; see Chuci buzhu, 1.46. 

194 In addition to the opening of poem 5 depicting Liu Xiang reading “Li sao,” poem 6 has 

“Sadly I sang ‘Li sao’ to give vent to my feelings, but I could not get to the end of ‘Jiu 
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postdating Qu Yuan’s lifetime, a general who played a vital role in the founding of the Han 

dynasty, Han Xin 韓信 (d. 196 BCE).195 

There are also subtle, though systematic, differences in how the protagonists of the two 

parts are portrayed. The first protagonist, Qu Yuan, cries only one single time, at the very end of 

his speaking part.196 The narrator of poems 5-8, in contrast, sobs, weeps, and wails profusely, as 

if to properly perform the role of a mourner and laudator. Poems 1-4 are dominated by recurring 

depictions of Qu Yuan sailing, floating, or submerging into a river, narrating his travels as if he 

had already dissolved into the torrent. In poems 5-8, the narrator is more likely to ascend onto 

mountains to look down on streams. Qu Yuan’s convergence with the river is evidently a 

reference to his death scene and reminiscent of the anxiety over the muddying of his body in Han 

discourse; Liu Xiang’s position from above the mountains fittingly reinforces his perspective as 

the one who lan 覽, which not only means “to read,” but also to “survey from a high vantage 

point.”  

Moreover, nearly all the descriptions of the composition of poetry occur in poems 1-4, in 

the voice of Qu Yuan, who is said to have, for instance, “met with many misfortunes, falling into 

dire disgrace, [he] poured out wondrous words in writing, to leave to posterity” 遭紛逢凶蹇離

                                                
zhang’” 歎離騷以揚意兮，猶未殫於九章, and poem 8 “I lift up the subtle text of ‘Li 

sao’ with the hope that the Fair One can be brought to his senses” 興離騷之微⽂兮，冀

靈修之壹悟; see “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.300, 307. Translation adapted from Hawkes, 

The Songs of the South, 294, 298. 

195 “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.304. 

196 Ibid., 16.295. 
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尤兮， 垂⽂揚採遺將來兮.197 In contrast, Liu Xiang, as the protagonist of poems 5-8, is not 

only described as a reader, but also a compiler and a redactor. In the eighth poem, Liu Xiang 

states that “ I lift up the subtle text of ‘Li sao’ with the hope that the Fair One can be brought to 

his senses” 興離騷之微⽂兮，冀靈修之壹悟.198 This line, in particular, can almost be read as 

a statement of purpose for Liu Xiang’s compilation of Chuci. The reference to the “Fair One” 

here has subtly (or perhaps not so subtly) shifted; rather than Qu Yuan’s King Huai of Chu, it 

now seems to denote Liu Xiang’s emperor of Han. Indeed, with the insertion of Han Xin, it is 

difficult not to read poems 4-8 as a veiled (or not so veiled) critique of the Han court.199  

The imitations examined in this subsection can be seen as a continuation of the 

hierarchizing effort initiated by the paratextual chapters. As Genette points out, the creation of an 

archetypal “original” is almost always facilitated by reception.200 One possible example in the 

history of Chinese literature is the role Lu Ji’s 陸機 (261-303) imitations played in the 

canonization of Gushi shijiushou 古詩⼗九⾸ (Nineteen Old Poems).201 Recognizing the 

markers of imitation, such as references to core chapters’ titles or the state of Chu, in turn helps 

us decipher the sophisticated textual games these final chapters are engaged in. 

                                                
197 Ibid., 16.285. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 285. 

198 “Jiu tan,” Chuci buzhu, 16.307. Translation adapted from Hawkes, The Songs of the South, 

298. 

199 For further contextualization of Liu Xiang’s engagement with Chuci see Su Fu, “When the 

South Matters,” 55-58. 

200 Genette, Palimpsests, 7. 

201 Owen, The Making of Early Chinese Classical Poetry, 38-9. 
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Conclusion: The Author at the Threshold of Reception 

This study of Chuci illustrates the importance of the term “author” to the discussion of early 

Chinese texts—a term often eschewed today because of its misleading association with the 

Romantic author. The author, as a cultural product, has its unique functions that cannot be 

described by terms such as “writer” or “compiler.” If the construction and imposition of the 

author figure has been described—or decried202—as the reins over the boundless proliferation of 

textual interpretation,203 such literary activity also plays an instrumental role in the history of the 

text itself, in the closure and stabilization of an otherwise endlessly transforming text. Through 

its packaging and hierarchizing functions, the paratext’s creation of the author generates the 

necessary preconditions for a text’s attainment of a “relatively immutable identity.”204 This 

stabilized identity in turn serves as the predicate for citation, imitation, and parody—textual 

practices collectively known as “reception.” 

My analysis of the Chuci zhangju illustrates the transformation precipitated by the 

creation of the author. The naming of Qu Yuan in chapters 6-7 delimits the identity, confines, 

and the interpretation of the preceding texts. In performing the paratext’s packaging function, the 

allusion to the author’s death in chapter 7 requests an annulment of a text’s license to be altered 

or expanded. The paratext’s hierarchizing function is most pronounced in the three “Summons” 

chapters, which have been transformed by Han compilers into elegies addressed to Qu Yuan. As 

                                                
202 E.g., Roland Barthes, “The Death of the Author,” in The Book History Reader, 277-80. 

203 Foucault, “What is an Author?,” 290. 

204 Genette, Paratexts, 408. 
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verbal funerary rites mourning the author figure, they represent the position of the compilers, 

who were responsible not only for collecting and cleansing the textual body, but also for 

generating the reverence necessary for its mummification. The difference between the core and 

imitation chapters of Chuci exemplifies the transformation in textual practice early Chinese 

texts—and many texts from other periods205—experienced between their gestation and their 

afterlife.  

Existing attempts to describe authorship beyond the norms of modern elite print 

publishing cannot avoid elaborate cataloguing of myriad scenarios, necessitating the invention of 

terms such as “collaborative authorship” and “executive authorship.”206 In contrast, the dual-

body framework advocated here can characterize various cases of cultural production using the 

same structure and the same set of terms, without having to redefine the term “author.” Under 

this framework, the “non-Romantic” authors no longer need to be described as exceptions to our 

norms. 

The severing of textual production from its authorship paves the foundation for a genuine 

liberation from the ideology of the Romantic author. Once production processes are examined by 

                                                
205 Cf. the authorship of early Chinese medieval poetry in Owen, The Making of Early 

Chinese Classical Poetry, 215-16. 

206 Harold Love’s study of more complex scenarios of cultural production, for instance, lists a 

handful of categories of collaborative authorship; see his Attributing Authorship: An 

Introduction (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ. Press, 2002), 32-50. See also Lee Hur-li’s list 

of authorship types in Intellectual Activism in Knowledge Organization: A Hermeneutic 

Study of the Seven Epitomes (Taipei: National Taiwan Univ. Press, 2016), 198-200. 
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themselves, free from the influence of how their authorship is labeled, it becomes evident that all 

cultural products are both original in some aspects and unoriginal in others, and nearly all 

creative processes involve different degrees of both collaboration and reappropriation of existing 

materials. This is not to suggest that all cultural products are similarly unoriginal, but that their 

differences can be more precisely characterized and better understood once the perceived 

correlation between originality and the presence of the author is historicized. 

Indeed, my case study suggests an alternative explanation for the often visceral difference 

between authored and anonymous texts, one that no longer involves an evaluation of a work’s 

inherent individuality or subjectivity. Paul Zumthor has thus characterized the anonymous poems 

of early medieval Europe: 

 

The corpus of medieval poetry strikes us as almost entirely objectivized. The 

subjectivity that formerly inhered in the text, deriving from the presence of a 

living subject, has been lost to us.207 

 

Why is it that the “living subject” of unauthored pieces often appears to have been “lost to us”? 

Such anonymous verses served the evolving present occasions of its users who were neither 

interested in preserving the subjectivity of a particular author figure nor in making it available to 

later readers. The core chapters of the Chuci would similarly become a collection of glimpses 

into various disparate past settings, as soon as they are unwrapped from their paratextual 

                                                
207 Paul Zumthor, Toward a Medieval Poetics, tr. Philip Bennett (Minneapolis: Univ. of 

Minnesota Press, 1992), 40. 
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elements. Since unpackaged and non-hierarchized texts were not likely intended for future 

audiences, our access to the subjectivity of their producers—the motivations and choices behind 

a particular rendition of a poetic tradition, for instance—would require the recovery of contexts 

long lost. 

The palpable subjectivity of authored texts, in contrast, is the body authorial that was 

constructed specifically for the audience of the future. Through fashioning Qu Yuan, the 

paratextual chapters of Chuci zhangju encapsulate precisely a past context—a historical moment 

and situation—deemed appropriate by its compilers for the future exegesis of these poems. As 

the debate surrounding Qu Yuan illustrates, there is no Turing test that can unambiguously 

adjudicate whether this body authorial is a putative puppet constructed by others, or a 

representation of the self made by a “genuine author.” Differentiating these two scenarios relies 

on the availability of external sources and evidence. 

The future orientation of the body authorial is often articulated cross-culturally through 

the imagination of the author’s physical death. A hierarchized and stabilized text is one that 

travels through history with its wording relatively intact. Such transcendence begins with the 

successful rescue of the author from his or her own death. The surviving body authorial, just like 

Qu Yuan, is one that is “borne aloft beyond dust, unfettered by the grime” of earthly times. 
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Abstract 
While recent studies of early Chinese texts increasingly eschew the term “author,” the present 
article defends the utility of this term by proposing a generalizable framework for 
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conceptualizing author claims. Using Qu Yuan as a case study, I demonstrate that the 
construction of the author, both historical and putative, uniquely contributes to the finalization—
rather than the creation—of texts, transforming open and evolving textual traditions into closed 
and stabilized entities. The creation of the author thus stands at the threshold between textual 
production and reception, often serving as an indispensable condition for the latter. By applying 
this approach to the study of the Chuci zhangju, I offer a new definition of the textual strata 
within this compilation. 
 
Résumé 
Bien que les travaux récents sur les textes chinois anciens évitent de plus en plus d’employer le 
terme d’ « auteur », cet article argumente en sa faveur en proposant un cadre analytique qui peut 
être généralisé pour conceptualiser les revendications de textes vis-à-vis de leur auteur. En 
prenant Qu Yuan comme exemple, je montre que sa construction comme auteur, aussi bien 
historique que putatif, contribue de façon décisive à la finalisation — plutôt qu’à la création — 
de textes, en transformant des traditions textuelles ouvertes et évolutives en entités fermées et 
stables. L’invention d’un auteur se situe donc à la frontière entre production et réception 
textuelle, et sert souvent de condition nécessaire pour cette dernière. En appliquant cette 
approche à l’étude du Chuci zhangju, je propose une nouvelle définition des strates textuelles au 
sein de cette compilation. 
 
提要 

近年的早期中國文本研究倾向于規避“作者”一詞。通过提出一個具有通用性的作者概念

框架，本文试图辯護這一術語的有效性。以屈原為研究個案，我表明：作者形象的建構常

可以將開放且處在演化過程中的文本傳統轉化為閉合而穩定下來的實體，不管此作者是虛

構的還是真實的歷史人物。因此跟作者這一概念最為密切相關的并不是文本的創造，而是

文本的最終定型。作者的生成處在文本製作和文本接受的臨界點上，常為「接受」這一文

學行為創造條件。通過將這一框架應用於《楚辭章句》的研究，我對這一文集所包含的文

本層次提出了新的界定。 
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Table 1: Chuci zhangju: Author Attributions, Formation History, and the Distribution of 
Paratextual and Imitation Chapters 


